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About This Guide
This guide is intended to assist in the use of the DVD Daniel Dennett, Magic of
Consciousness.

The following pages provide an organizational schema for the DVD along with
general notes for each section, key quotes from the DVD, and suggested 
discussion questions relevant to the section.

The program is divided into seven parts, each clearly distinguished by a section
title during the program.
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1. The Problem of Consciousness

What should be so hard about understanding our own consciousness? It seems that there is nothing with which

we’re more familiar than the content of our own minds, nothing that we know better than our own thoughts.And

how could this amazing phenomenon, our mental life, be produced by and situated inside our brain? This is one

of the reasons that consciousness is such an interesting philosophical problem.

Consciousness is both the most familiar thing to all of us and one of the most mysterious.What could be more famil-

iar to you than your own stream of consciousness? And yet,how on earth could it fit inside your brain? How on earth

could what goes on in your brain actually account for what goes on [in your mind]?

Dennett gives us the metaphor of a “thought bubble”as a paradigm of how our own stream of consciousness feels

to us,of what our mental life is like.It seems as if there is an entire world full of colors and sounds inside our heads,

produced somehow by our brain and senses.

Then what’s the problem? The problem is [that,as] vivid and brilliant as this representation of this man’s conscious-

ness is, it’s metaphorical.This is a large systematic metaphor for what’s going on in his head.

So the problem of consciousness, I would say, is if that’s the metaphorical truth about what’s going on in a man’s

head, what’s the literal truth that makes the metaphor so good? What’s actually happening between his ears that

makes this such a brilliant metaphorical description of what’s going on in the world?

So this is our challenge. How can it be that our vivid conscious experience of the world and of our own thoughts

is produced by an organism composed of billions of tiny,unthinking,unconscious cells? How can we explain the

phenomenon of consciousness so that it fits with the fact that it is a process performed by the trillions of cells,bil-

lions of neurons, that compose our brain?

Well, you might say,“What’s the problem? Why is there any problem at all?”Well, you’ll notice that Steinberg has rep-

resented the man as a sort of wonderful,pointillist collection of dots.And that’s brilliant because it reminds us of what
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we are.What you are,what I am, is a huge collection of cells,about one hundred trillion at most recent count,a hun-

dred trillion cells.That’s what you are. Not a single one of those is conscious. Not a single one of those knows who

Georges Braque is.Not a single one of those knows what Kilimanjaro is.

How can a collection of mindless, unconscious little robotic cells work together to create human consciousness

as revealed in that beautiful metaphor? That’s the problem of consciousness.And it’s really quite severely puzzling.

The process of consciousness must happen somewhere in the brain, but finding the precise place or precise

moment that our brain processes transform from unconscious information processing to conscious experience

seems like an impossible task.There are plenty of areas of the brain that we could identify as performing different

types of work, but it isn’t obvious that any of these areas in particular are providing us, the subject of conscious

experiences, with information of which we’re conscious.

To see why [the process of consciousness is puzzling], let’s just take a few simple steps.Now this is a vivid diagram

from a textbook on vision by Frisby of some years ago.And what you can see here is just a little account of what

happens so that you can become conscious of this woman standing in front of you.The light bounces off the woman

and is focused by the lens.And these are the eyeballs,and an image is formed on the retina.And if you look in there

with the right tools, you can see the image. It’s a real image. It’s upside-down,of course….

You see that the artist has drawn the lips as red.Of course, there’s nothing red happening there.But there is stimula-

tion happening in that area of the brain,which has the shape of a pair of lips, in fact.

But that’s clearly not where the

consciousness happens. Well,

what happens next?…Well, corti-

cal processing—here we see the

cortex….And you’ll see that there

are other areas....And these are

different visual areas in the brain

which specialize to some

degree….And they’re all doing

different parts of the job.But then

what happens?
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Then what happens, indeed? Then the magic of consciousness happens.Well, what on earth does that mean? This

clearly isn’t where we stop.We have to come to grips with what happens next.

Discussion Topic:

• What are some of the tasks that have to be performed somewhere in the brain for you to see, consciously, the

woman with the red lips? 
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2. The Indian Rope Trick

In this section, Dennett begins to explain his theory of how a natural organ like the brain could produce some-

thing as extraordinary as consciousness. He draws an analogy between magic and consciousness, and it is quite

fitting.To many people, consciousness does seem magical, that is, beyond human explanation.The brain, accord-

ing to Dennett, is a sort of magician, but as he will explain, consciousness isn’t “real” magic; the magic the brain

performs is a sort of stage magic. Dennett quotes a passage from Lee Siegel’s book on street magic in India, one

that describes many people’s reaction to his explanation of consciousness:

There’s a passage which has become a sort of talisman for me, the passage that I love to quote:

And bingo, this is the story of my life, because the same thing is true of consciousness for many people. Real con-

sciousness, in the eyes of some people, isn’t something you could possibly explain.There are even scientists who

think that almost by definition consciousness defies explanation.It is beyond human explanation.If you’ve explained

anything,what you haven’t explained is consciousness because they think consciousness is real magic.

“Real” magic, most all of us believe, doesn’t exist in our world. If there is any sort of magic at all in the world, it is

stage magic: impressive tricks performed by ordinary people with amazing skill.Although stage magic may not be

“real”magic, it is the only sort of magic that exists,and we should keep in mind just how spectacular feats of stage

magic can be. It takes a person with extraordinary skill, but not supernatural skill, to make us believe that he has

made an airplane disappear, or sawed a woman in half. Stage magicians are incredibly talented individuals, and

the impressiveness of stage magic should not be overlooked.

To help us grasp the important connection between “real”magic,stage magic,and consciousness,Dennett gives an

explanation of how stage magic works, that is, from the philosophical point of view. He describes the Indian rope

trick, in which a street magician supposedly tosses a rope into the air and then succeeds in climbing up the mag-

ically suspended rope.But this,according to Dennett,isn’t the real Indian rope trick; the real trick involves the magi-
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cian’s assistant ascending the rope and disappearing into thin air, followed by the magician, who carves the assis-

tant into pieces that fall to the ground.The magician descends,gathers the pieces of his assistant into a basket,and

when the basket is opened the assistant jumps out—whole and unscathed.

Now,hands up those of you who’ve seen the trick performed.Ah,a miss,not a one of you,but what a trick that would

be if it could be done. In fact,although you probably share my view that nobody has ever done the Indian rope trick

and nobody ever could,millions of people believe that the trick has been performed.For over a hundred years, there

have been urban legends, strong convictions held by people all over India and the rest of the world that the Indian

rope trick has been performed.And you know how it goes.

“Well, I didn’t see it myself, but I have an uncle who lives in Lahore,and it was his next-door neighbor who saw the

trick performed in Bombay,”something like that.And you might think,“Well,now,doesn’t that show in a certain sense

that the Indian rope trick has been performed?”Because after all,what is a magic trick? It’s getting people to believe

that you’ve done this amazing thing. You got somebody to believe you sawed the lady in half when you didn’t.

This is a crucial point in analogy between magic and the mind.The job of the magician is to give his audience cer-

tain beliefs,to make them believe that he has performed a particular trick.The job of the brain,as we shall see later

in section 5, is to make you, the biological organism that you are, believe certain things about the world that you

need to believe to survive.

Dennett gives several examples of how a stage magician could plausibly convince his audience that he has per-

formed a certain trick.

Well,now that you know what the Indian rope trick is, I’m going to tell you how to do it.All right,so here’s a philoso-

pher. He’s going to explain the Indian rope trick. How to do the Indian rope trick, are you ready? Here’s Method 1.

First, gather an audience and claim that you’re going to perform the Indian rope trick.This first step is actually very

important, as you will see. Second, well, this is a step I’m not so clear about. It’s not my department.Third, the audi-

ence,many of them anyway, exit, claiming to have seen the Indian rope trick.

You’re probably not satisfied with that explanation so I’m going to give you another one. One, gather an audience

and claim that you’re going to perform the Indian rope trick,very important first step.Two,drug them all or hypnotize

them.Three, plant the posthypnotic suggestion that you’ve done the trick complete with lots of details of what it

looked like and let them wake up.

Now this is, in fact, the method that has been surmised by many people including many magicians who have tried

to explain how so many people in India can be so sure the Indian rope trick has been done.

A stage magician somehow convinces his audience to believe that a great trick has been performed, one that

could only be accomplished by “real” magic. None of these explanations Dennett gives seem satisfactory, but this

is stage magic.

You probably think it’s cheating. But, come on.We’re talking about stage magic.What’s cheating in stage magic? It’s

okay to use accomplices. It’s okay to use wires and mirrors and smoke and distraction.What are the limits on cheat-

ing in stage magic? 
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Well, it’s an interesting topic, but who cares? It’s just show business. When the topic is consciousness, however,

people often feel a little bit differently.

Discussion Topics:

• What is the difference between “real” magic and stage magic? What does it mean to say that stage magic is the

only type of magic that is real? 

• What is it about Dennett’s explanation of how a magician performs a feat of stage magic that makes the trick

look like cheating? Could there be any form of stage magic that wasn’t a sort of cheating?  
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3. Stage Magic of the Mind

The first “magical”phenomenon of consciousness we discuss in section 3 is déjà vu. Déjà vu, of course, is the sen-

sation that what you are currently experiencing is something you have experienced before; literally,“already seen.”

Many people think of déjà vu experiences as a sign of something pretty special,pretty amazing.Perhaps it’s a glimpse

that time is cyclical, and you can go round and round and relive our lives. Or maybe, it’s transmigration of the soul.

Or maybe, it’s precognition.These are varying plausible or implausible quite dramatic hypotheses about the nature

of déjà vu.We might call these [explanations of] déjà vu “magic hypotheses.”

But since déjà vu is a phenomenon that occurs in the natural world to a natural,biological creature, the sensation

of déjà vu must have a natural explanation. Dennett proceeds to give a scientifically plausible account of déjà vu

inspired by the psychiatrist Pierre Janet, involving information pathways in the brain.

We imagine that the signal from the eye in the optic nerve and later parts of the [brain]—just suppose that it was

split into two channels,channel A and B.And suppose that they were completely redundant.They’re exactly the same.

[What’s in] channel B is just a duplicate of what’s in channel A.

Just as some parts of the brain detect light and motion, other parts might function as something Dennett calls a

“familiarity detector.”

And then suppose that they arrive at a part of the brain that we’re going to call the “familiarity detector”… a place

in the brain which has the following properties:As new material comes in, it checks the material for novelty or famil-

iarity.And if it’s novel, it lets it through.And if it’s familiar, it says,“Been there.Done that.” It marks it as familiar. It sends

a signal.
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If there was a glitch in the timing between channel A and channel B, this might be enough to give a person the

sensation that she had experienced the new thing she was seeing before.

Suppose that the signal in channel B got retarded in its passage from the eye to the detector by a few milliseconds,

just long enough for channel A to go through and set up its signature, its footprint it’s been there. It goes through [as]

a novel event,and just a fraction of a second later, in comes the signal from channel B.And the system says,“Hey, I’ve

seen it before!” Sure enough, ten milliseconds before, you saw it. But that’s enough to send the “I’ve seen it before”

signal on up into the system.

Dennett goes on to explain that we don’t really need both channel A and channel B; all we need is one channel

that can sometimes send the wrong signal up into the system.

All we have to suppose is that the familiarity detector on occasion, for who knows what reason, is spontaneously

triggered. It just does a false positive. Suddenly it sends the “I’ve seen it before” signal spuriously up the line.And the

rest, of course, is going to unfold just as it did in the first case.

Now here’s the amazing thing. It’s a different hypothesis.You,when you have a déjà vu experience, you can’t tell the

difference between those two hypotheses.Either one of them could be the truth.And your own conscious experience

of déjà vu doesn’t give you any clue as to whether either of them might be the truth.This is something for third-per-

son science, empirical investigation to explore.

Notice that in this second case, this is a philosopher telling you this. It’s not that you’ve seen the thing before. It’s that

it [the malfunctioning detector mechanism] makes you think you’ve seen the thing before.That’s all that has to hap-

pen for déjà vu to happen.

Either the first or second explanation could be true, and we have no way of knowing which is correct from the

inside, from the first-person perspective.But there is a substantial difference between the two cases. In the first, the

information first hits the detector in channel A,and so when it hits the detector in channel B the system really has

“seen it before.” In the second, the brain performs a bit of “stage magic”; it makes you believe you’ve seen it before
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when all that has actually happened is that the “familiarity detector” told you you’ve seen it before.

There are other mental “illusions” that, though surprising, can be given similar explanations involving unexpected

brain “signals.”Dennett discusses cases of illusory motion in peripheral vision and afterimages.The first involves a

series of circles that seem to move if one stares at the small black iris in the center. If the illusion is successful, the

circles seem to turn against each other and rotate. But there are no rotating images in the brain, only systems of

motion detection sending signals to other systems that say they detect motion.

Now there’s nothing rotating up on

the screen, nothing at all. But the

shapes seem to be rotating, right?

Nothing is rotating in your brain. If

we were to look at the various visu-

al areas where those parts are repre-

sented,we wouldn’t see any rotation

of any image.We would,however,see

that regions in which motion detec-

tion occurs [send signals just as the

regions for “familiarity detection”

send signals] like “I’ve seen it

before.” [Signals] like, “something’s

moving”; those signals are being

sent on up into the system. It just

seems to you that the shapes are

rotating.

The sensation of an afterimage can

be even more puzzling, since surely

there is nothing in the world that is

red or striped,and yet there appears

to be.Or,at least,our sensation of the

flag afterimage is like the sensation

we might have if we saw a translu-

cent flag before us.

To explain how this might happen,

Dennett brings in the tool of “maxi-

mally bland computationalism.”

Ah, everybody got the American flag? There’s no red stripes up on the screen.There’s no red stripes on your retinal

image.There’s no red stripes in your visual cortex.And yet, it sure did seem as if there was a red stripe somewhere,

didn’t it?...I’ve gathered reports from people,and they say things like,“Well, the lowest short red stripe is intercepting

the black cross.”What? The lowest short red stripe is intercepting the black cross. So I want to know,“What are you

talking about? What thing are you talking about?”

“The shapes seem to be rotating!”Nothing is
rotating in your brain. It just seems to you 

that the shapes are rotating.
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Well, you might say “something real” or “something red.”You can refer to it.You can recall it, that red stripe.Where

is it? It’s not in your brain….There’s nothing red happening in your brain when you see that image.There just

seems to be something red happening in your brain.There’s that philosopher’s explanation again.Well,how does

it happen?

I can’t tell you.That’s not my department. But I can give you some small clues. I want to describe a framework in

which we could explain things like this, and I’m going to call it “maximally bland computationalism.”

Discussion Topic:

• It seems to us that the stripes of the flag overlap with other things, for instance, the blackboard or the clock on

the wall. It seems as if we could even point to the stripes.But certainly the stripes aren’t “out there”in the world,

so what might we mean when we say we see the stripes over the clock, or on the window? 
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4. Computationalism

To say that the brain is a computational system is just to say that it’s a sort of computer.Computers,and brains,store

information in what computer scientists call “registers.”A register is just a name for whatever is holding informa-

tion that is used in a larger, computational system. Dennett explains the fundamentals of what registers are and

how they interact with or affect one another.

So we have a brain,and we want to understand that the brain is a computational system consisting of… trillions of

registers.“Register” is a term from computer science.And a register is simply a memory location where you can store

a number, a value.And it might be zero, or it might be one, or it might be 375, or it might be a million and three.A

register is simply an address with a content, and the content is always a number; that is to say, it’s always a magni-

tude of something.

So maximally bland computationalism says, what the brain is is a massively parallel, indeed, 3-D parallel collection

of registers.

To say that the brain is “massively parallel” is to say that, unlike a typical home computer, in which just one thing

happens at a time, creating a “serial” stream of computational events marching along in single file (but very, very

swiftly), in a brain many of the registers can be computing at the same time,feeding new results to each other.This

is how brains,whose parts are much slower acting than the parts of computers,can work faster than computers at

many tasks.Why aren’t laptops massively parallel? Because it is almost impossible to figure out how to program

massively parallel machines.(If we ever do figure out how to program massively parallel computers,we should be

able to make electronic brains that compute faster than organic brains.) 

The information stored in a register affects the information stored in other registers,some close to that register,and

some at a distance.

We suppose that the values are constantly shifting as a function of the values of other registers.And we explain all

this just in terms of physics, just garden-variety, causal transactions between registers.

Now,I call this “maximally bland computationalism”because it makes no claims about the nature of the architecture.

It’s not a serial architecture, it’s massively parallel. Is it asynchronous or synchronous? Well,presumably it’s asynchro-

nous.And the registers can be a neuron.You could consider that a register. Or you could consider it as made up of

hundreds or thousands of registers.

Subcellular activity can be captured in this picture. Neuromodulator activity can be captured in this picture.Thus, if

neuromodulators are being diffused through a part of the brain, there’s a computational account of that. In fact, it’s

called “diffusive computation.”And there are models which look at that.

The fact that the brain is a “wet”computer, that it is composed of organic material, does not affect the structure of

how it functions. Neurons can serve as registers just as well as any system in your average computer can, and all

this activity can be modeled as massively parallel processing.The brain is a sort of computer that takes in informa-

tion from the world and distributes it throughout its subsystems in order to compute what would be the best thing

for the person to do given that information.
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The basic underlying idea is that it’s the brain’s job is to get the body that it resides in through life by computing the

best thing to do next given the information that it’s taking in from the world.That’s what brains are for….They’re a

control system,and hence, they’re amenable to a computational analysis as long as we’re suitably bland about what

we mean by computational.

Discussion Topic:

• Given Dennett’s abstract account of what the brain does for the body, that is, how it serves as a control system,

what do students think this might mean for the possibility of artificial intelligence?
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5. Reverse Engineering the Magic Show

Now that we’ve interpreted the brain as an immense

computing machine, how should we explain what’s

happening when we see a flag in front of us that does-

n’t exist,or rotating circles that aren’t actually spinning?

Reverse engineering is the task of taking an existing

machine or other artifact and figuring out how it works

and why its parts are situated as they are. We need to

reverse engineer the “magic show”of consciousness;we

already know what seems to be going on, and now we

must look behind the curtain of the brain and see how

these phenomena might be produced. As before with

déjà vu,these illusions depend on the brain sending sig-

nals that it should send when our eyes see a flag, or

when circles in front of us are spinning.

Now we can go back to our red stripe and ask,“What’s

going on here? How can it seem to you that there’s

something red when there isn’t?”Well, some of the com-

putational events that would happen if you were seeing

a real external red stripe are happening in you.And these

events caused by this computation, some of the events

that would happen when you have the conviction that

you’re seeing a red stripe. And that’s all. That’s all that

has to happen. It’s like déjà vu.You don’t have to show

the event twice as long as the conviction that you’ve

seen it before is created. And as long as the conviction

has some computational embodiment, you’re home.

Dennett compares these mental illusions to the tech-

nique employed in a Belotto painting to represent peo-

ple on a bridge.Your brain interprets the marks on the

canvas as details of the people on the bridge,and from

a certain distance it really seems as if the people have been painted in great detail.Your brain is telling you that

the detail is there, in the painting, and so it looks to you to be quite detailed. Until you take a closer look.

So I…am noticing that there’s,on this bridge in the sunlight, there’s a whole lot of people moving across the bridge.

And I wanted to see them up close. And so I began to get closer and closer and closer and closer and closer. And

when I got up close, I actually yelled. I screamed, not a terrific scream, but a real yelp because what somewhat far-

ther away had seemed wonderfully detailed, as I got closer, there was less detail than I thought there was. It was

bizarre.The closer I got the less detail there was.

Now what was going on here?...The spots, the blobs of paint that he put so artfully on the canvas suggest people
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with arms, and legs, and clothes, and belt buckles, and

hats, plumes, carriages and all the rest. And the brain

takes the suggestion.

The mechanisms by which the brain forms expecta-

tions is an issue outside of philosophy and within neu-

roscience,but we can speculate a bit about what is hap-

pening—what needs to happen—in the brain for us to

form the judgments about the world that we form. To

begin, we should work from the assumption that the

brain would not expend more energy than it needs to

to make us form the judgments that we form.

Well, now,how did the brain do this?...Did the brain, for instance,paint lots of little arms,and legs,and plumes,and

hats,and buckles,and so forth,somewhere in one of those cortical areas where there’s sort of an image of the scene

and then look at them? I’m almost certain that’s not the case.The brain didn’t have to do that.

Well, then how did it do it?... I think it’s a little bit like the posthypnotic suggestion….All the brain has to do is create

the judgment in a little part of the brain that is responsible for making judgments of that sort and then that judgment

gets fed up into the system much like the déjà vu judgment where it can elaborate other judgments and play a causal

role in causing other judgments and so forth.You don’t have to do any painting in the brain for this to happen.

Dennett also gives the example of the Necker Cube, where the brain actually forms a representation of the lines

where it assumes the lines would be.We could say here that the brain is “filling in”the missing detail.But this is not

always how the brain operates—it doesn’t always “fill in” the details, because they’re not relevant to how we inter-

pret an image.This is how the brain behaves in the case of the cube’s color change.

Sometimes, as in the video clip of the moving vertical bars, there is an illusion that you are seeing moving edges

“translucently” through the gray. This shows that we

mustn’t jump to conclusions, on the basis of introspec-

tion,about what the brain may do when it doesn’t have

to do it! 

We learn not to trust our own conscious introspective

experience for how these things really work. If you want

to know how to explain the magic trick, you have to go

backstage and see what’s really going on.

Now, some of you may be thinking,“Wait a minute.This

is all very interesting,but there’s something fundamental-

ly wrong with it.”What I’m saying is that cognitive neuro-

science can be seen as, in effect, reverse engineering the

magic show,going to the staged magic show and show-

ing you how the tricks are actually done, going back-

stage.
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What needs to be explained, I’ve said, is what the audience thinks happened onstage.And this is, in fact, what I’ve

called “heterophenomenonology.”This is phenomenology of the third-person point of view.You gather lots of evidence

about what the audience thinks is happening and then you have to explain why they think that.

Discussion Topic:

• What is the difference between the two kinds of “filling in” that occur in the case of the Necker cube seen float-

ing in front of the disks or seen behind a screen with round holes in it? Do both kinds of filling in occur in nor-

mal perceptual circumstances?
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6. The Dilemma of the Subject
We have said, so far, that the brain sends signals that tell us what’s happening in the world—sometimes these sig-

nals accurately represent the world,and sometimes they don’t.But one thing we seem to have left out of the expla-

nation is the us to which the brain is sending these judgments.We are the ones having conscious experience, not

our neurons, not our brains, and this is the part of consciousness we have left to explain.

In the standard view, consciousness is something like a movie unfolding in our minds, and we ourselves are the

audience watching the show.Dennett calls this view “the Cartesian theater” picture of consciousness, in reference

to philosopher Rene Descartes’s view of the mind.

What am I doing talking about the audience?...One of the main themes in my work ever since 1991 in

Consciousness Explained, is that there’s no such thing as the Cartesian theater.The Cartesian theater is my derisive

negative term for the imaginary place in the brain where the inner witness, the audience, sits and enjoys the show

of consciousness.And I’ve said, there is no such place.

Dennett shows a picture of what the Cartesian theater could look like, with little men inside viewing the film of

what’s going on outside the body. But there is a major problem with this view—namely, that if there is someone

watching the show, that someone must be conscious! 

What’s wrong with this is that if anything remotely like this were true, then we wouldn’t have even started to explain

consciousness because we would still have a conscious observer sitting there in the theater looking at the screen.

If a theory of consciousness is really going to explain consciousness, it can’t do so by postulating an observer

inside the conscious person, because then we’d need to explain how that observer is conscious: we’d have put

another conscious observer inside the mind of that one, and so on forever. So if there’s something that’s already

conscious in our theory of consciousness,we’ve only moved the problem back one step—we haven’t really given

a theory of consciousness at all! 

We are going to need a theory of consciousness,then,that breaks consciousness down into parts that are not them-

selves conscious.

We’re going to have to break up the Cartesian theater into parts that are not themselves conscious.The moral of the

Cartesian theater [story] is that all the work done by the imaged homunculus in the Cartesian theater must be dis-

tributed around the various lesser agencies in the brain.And that means agencies that are not themselves conscious.

Because if they were really conscious, then we’ve just re-created the homunculus problem, and we will not have

made any progress at all.

Current neuroscience has shown that, not only is there no little observer within a person watching the “show” in

the Cartesian theater, there is no point in the brain where all the sensory information and brain processes come

together and become conscious.

The difficulty that most people have with this way of explaining consciousness it that,even though consciousness

must be explained in this way (or else it would not qualify as an explanation), it seems to eliminate the self from

the picture.

This creates a dilemma, though, because a lot of people are very unhappy with this.And I call this “the dilemma of

the subject.”What I’ve just said is, if you leave the subject (meaning I, ego, moi)…in your theory, then you’ve not yet

begun your theory of consciousness.You’ve just postponed the theory.
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However, the “dilemma of the subject”is seen by many philosophers as the main problem of consciousness; it has

been labeled (by David Chalmers) the “hard problem” of consciousness. What happens to the self, the subject,

when consciousness is broken down and explained in terms of smaller brain processes? Unfortunately for our

intuitions about consciousness, this is the only way an explanation can proceed.

We have to agree that if you leave the subject in your theory you have not yet begun, so you have to get rid of the

subject.And when you do this, the result has a certain scary, even disgusting feature. It’s as if you’ve entered a facto-

ry, and there’s all this humming machinery,and there’s nobody home.

Dennett gives examples of two thinkers who have reacted strongly to this explanation of consciousness, Jerry

Fodor and Bob Wright.Wright’s reaction is reminiscent of our earlier remarks on “real”magic:

“Of course the problem here is with the claim that consciousness is ‘identical’ to physical brain states.The more

Dennett and others try to explain to me what they mean by this, the more convinced I become that what they really

mean is that consciousness doesn’t exist.”Now does that sound familiar? I hope so.

What Wright is saying is what people say about real magic.Real magic, in other words, refers to the magic that’s not

real while the magic that’s real—that can actually be done—is not real magic.What Wright thinks is, if I’m saying

that consciousness is a bunch of tricks in the brain, then what I’m really saying is that consciousness doesn’t exist.

There isn’t any real magic.

“For Dennett, it is not a case of an emperor having no clothes, it’s rather the clothes have no emperor.”Yeah, that’s

right.Bingo. You’ve got to get rid of the emperor. If you still have the emperor in there,you don’t have a theory of con-

sciousness.

The same problem arises with a physical explanation of color. If we explain the phenomenon of color, say, red, by

saying that it is produced by little red particles,then we haven’t even begun to explain color.Because we then need

to explain what makes these particles red.Although this seems completely obvious when we’re talking about color,

it is much harder to intuitively grasp this point when it comes to explaining consciousness.

Now that’s a hard idea for people to get their heads around. But then, we knew, didn’t we, that if you’re going to

explain consciousness, the result is going to have to be uncomfortable in some ways. It’s going to have to be, as

philosophers like to say, counterintuitive.Why? Because if there was an intuitive solution to the problems of con-

sciousness, then we would have found it long ago.We’ve been working on this for several thousand years.

Discussion Topics:

• If we leave out the subject, what else has to go? What good would it be to have subjective colors, aromas,

melodies in the brain if there was no subject to enjoy them? We know that there is no little band in the brain that

plays the music we can have “running through our head.”So what could possibly explain such phenomena?

• How does the “Cartesian theater” metaphor of the mind push the problem of consciousness back one step 

further? 

• What are the similarities between “real”magic and “real”consciousness? What do students think of the criticism

that Dennett’s view has received? Is Dennett’s theory a way of explaining consciousness, or does it deny the 

existence of consciousness?
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7. The Magic of Consciousness
Dennett’s view of consciousness is counterintuitive for many people,but a theory may be counterintuitive and cor-

rect at the same time.One of the intuitions that conflict with Dennett’s view of consciousness is the “hard problem,”

mentioned in section 6. Dennett’s reply to the “hard problem” of consciousness is that, in fact, philosophers are

looking for something too hard; they overlook the possibility that what seems like one unified phenomenon of

consciousness may break down into smaller, manageable pieces.

As an analogy to the puzzle of consciousness,Dennett gives the example of a magic trick performed by Ralph Hull

that perplexed professional magicians for years:“the tuned deck.”

It goes sort of like this.“Boys, I have a new trick.”Now this is to his fellow magicians, right? “Boys, I have a new trick.

It’s called ‘the tuned deck.’ Here’s my tuned deck. It is tuned. I listen to the vibrations, buzz, buzz, buzz, buzz.And by

those vibrations I can tell exactly which card is here, is there, because of the different tuning of the vibrations. Here,

pick a card,any card.”The card is picked,goes back into the deck.There’s some more shenanigans,some more buzz,

buzz,and then the card is produced.That’s it.

Now, Hull did this trick, hundreds of times, and nobody ever got it. He would sit with his sleeves rolled up and per-

form the trick for fellow magicians twenty, thirty times.

Late in his life, he gave the trick and his account of it to [John] Hilliard, his friend Hilliard, and Hilliard published it

in his book.And here’s a little bit of what Hull says. He says,“For years I’ve performed this effect and have shown it

to magicians and amateurs by the hundred.And to the very best of my knowledge,not one of them ever figured out

the secret.

“The boys have all looked for something too hard.”Oh, thank you for saying “too hard.”Now I’m going to tell you the

secret of the tuned deck.Are you ready? The tuned deck, like many great magic tricks—the trick is over before you

think it’s even begun. In this case, the trick consists in its entirety in the title of the trick,“the tuned deck,”moreover in

one of the words in the title of the trick.Which word? No,not deck. Tuned, no. The. I told you the trick is over before

you even think it’s begun.

Hull’s fellow magicians were searching for one big unified solution to the trick of the tuned deck, and therefore

overlooked the simple answer:Hull was switching among many simple card tricks,and labeling the entire perform-

ance “the tuned deck.”

Here is what Hull was doing.Remember how it starts,“Boys, I have a new trick. It’s called ‘the tuned deck.’”The trick

is now over….He does a standard card presentation trick that everybody there knows.The cards come back,and his

fellow magicians think,“You know,couldn’t he be doing a type-A trick?”… 

So they’re good magicians.They know how to prevent a type-A trick. So they…test their hypothesis that it’s a type-A

trick.He still does the trick.“Mm,”they say,“could he be doing a type-B trick?”… So they do what they could do to pre-

vent a type-B trick. He still does the trick…. No matter what hypothesis they test, he always does the trick.You like

can’t prevent him from doing the trick.

What’s happened is, it was a type-A trick.Then, when they test that, he does a type-B trick.When they test B, he does

a type-C trick.When they test that,he goes back,and he does a type-A trick.He realized he could always do one trick
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or another, and he just did whichever trick they let him do.

And the reason they didn’t tumble for it was the word the,“the tuned deck.”They were looking,as he said, for some-

thing too hard.They were looking for a hard problem,not a bunch of cheap tricks. In fact,all the tricks that they were

doing were tricks that were quite familiar and in a certain way disappointing.And he hid all this with an elegant title.

Just as magicians were tricked into thinking there was one great answer to the puzzle of the tuned deck,so philoso-

phers are led to believe there must be one great answer to the problem of consciousness.But if we search for one

great unified solution, instead of accepting that there may be smaller, manageable ways in which the brain pro-

duces consciousness, we might overlook the real answers to the problem of consciousness.

Now, I do want to suggest, but I don’t claim to prove, that when David Chalmers talks about the “hard problem,” he

is innocently playing a trick on himself and others of exactly this sort.He’s giving a name to a problem that doesn’t

even really exist.The problems of consciousness are how all of the various effects work. And once you’ve got an

account of all those effects, that’s what Chalmers calls the “easy problems,”you’re home.You’ve explained conscious-

ness because there isn’t any further problem, the hard problem. There just seems to be.

So again here’s what Hull says about the tuned deck.He says,“Each time it’s performed, the routine is such that one

or more ideas in the back of the back of the spectator’s head is exploded. Sooner or later, he will invariably give up

any further attempt to solve the mystery.”

Like many scientists and philosophers today, they just say,“It’s mysterious.Give up. It’s hopeless.We can’t do it.”Some

of us think,“No,we can explain consciousness,but we have to be alert to the fact that many people want conscious-

ness to be mysterious.They don’t want it explained.They don’t want it to be like stage magic.They want it to be like

real magic.” In other words, the kind of magic that isn’t real.

So my conclusion is this: that the magic of consciousness, like stage magic, defies explanation only so long as we

take it at face value.Once we appreciate all the nonmysterious ways in which the brain can create benign user illu-

sions,we can begin to imagine how the brain creates consciousness.

At the end of the day,Dennett’s message is this: to understand consciousness,we may need to reconsider our most

fundamental presupposition about it—that it is one continuous,unified phenomenon.It may be that what we have

taken to be the phenomenon of consciousness is really a collection of integrated individual, collaborative brain

processes that appear to us as one great unified phenomenon.Explaining consciousness as a compilation of small-

er processes may feel anticlimactic; we set out to investigate the Great Mystery of Consciousness,and our new task

will be to examine ordinary brain activity.However, if the truth about the “magic”of consciousness is that it breaks

down into nonmysterious subprocesses,we have arrived at our destination after all.What we must do now is trade

in our fascination with the magic of consciousness for an appreciation of its true nature.

Discussion Topics:

• Hull’s trick “the tuned deck”uses several smaller tricks to produce what seems to be one unified phenomenon.

Discuss the analogy between the tuned deck and the problem of consciousness. How might we make similar

claims about what the brain does to produce consciousness? 

• What smaller brain processes (such as visual perception, information processing, etc.) might be analogous to

the multiple tricks employed in the tuned deck?
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Abstract
Theorists are converging from quite different quarters

on a version of the global neuronal workspace model

of consciousness, but there are residual confusions to

be dissolved. In particular, theorists must resist the

temptation to see global accessibility as the cause of

consciousness (as if consciousness were some other,

further condition); rather, it is consciousness. A useful

metaphor for keeping this elusive idea in focus is that

consciousness is rather like fame in the brain. It is not a

privileged medium of representation,or an added prop-

erty some states have; it is the very mutual accessibility

that gives some informational states the powers that

come with a subject’s consciousness of that informa-

tion.Like fame,consciousness is not a momentary con-

dition,or a purely dispositional state,but rather a matter

of actual influence over time.Theorists who take on the

task of accounting for the aftermath that is critical for

consciousness often appear to be leaving out the

Subject of consciousness, when in fact they are provid-

ing an analysis of the Subject, a necessary component

in any serious theory of consciousness.

1. Clawing Our Way Towards Consensus
As the Decade of the Brain (declared by President

Bush in 1990) comes to a close,we are beginning to dis-

cern how the human brain achieves consciousness.

Dehaene and Naccache (this volume—all boldfaced

citations below are to papers in this volume) see con-

vergence coming from quite different quarters on a ver-

sion of the global neuronal workspace model.There are

still many differences of emphasis to negotiate, and, no

doubt, some errors of detail to correct, but there is

enough common ground to build on. I agree, and will

attempt to re-articulate this emerging view in slightly

different terms, emphasizing a few key points that are

often resisted, in hopes of precipitating further consoli-

dation. (On the eve of the Decade of the Brain, Baars

(1988) had already described a “gathering consensus”

in much the same terms: consciousness, he said, is

accomplished by a “distributed society of specialists

that is equipped with a working memory, called a glob-

al workspace, whose contents can be broadcast to the

system as a whole”(p42).If,as Jack and Shallice point

out, Baars’ functional neuroanatomy has been super-

seded, this shows some of the progress we’ve made in

the intervening years.)

A consensus may be emerging,but the seductiveness of

the paths not taken is still potent, and part of my task

here will be to diagnose some instances of backsliding

and suggest therapeutic countermeasures. Of course

those who still vehemently oppose this consensus will

think it is I who needs therapy.These are difficult ques-

tions. Here is Dehaene and Naccache’s short summa-

ry of the global neuronal workspace model, to which I

have attached some amplificatory notes on key terms,

intended as friendly amendments to be elaborated in

the rest of the paper:

At any given time, many modular (1) cerebral net-

works are active in parallel and process informa-

tion in an unconscious manner. An information

(2) becomes conscious,however,if the neural pop-

ulation that represents it is mobilized by top-down

(3) attentional amplification into a brain-scale

state of coherent activity that involves many neu-

rons distributed throughout the brain.The long dis-

tance connectivity of these “workplace neurons”

can, when they are active for a minimal duration

(4), make the information available to a variety of

processes including perceptual categorization,

long-term memorization,evaluation,and intention-

al action.We postulate that this global availability

of information through the workplace is (5) what

we subjectively experience as a conscious state.

[from the ABSTRACT]

(1) Modularity comes in degrees and kinds; what is

being stressed here is only that these are specialist net-

works with limited powers of information processing.

(2) There is no standard term for an event in the brain

Are We Explaining 
Consciousness Yet?
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that carries information or content on some topic (e.g.,

information about color at a retinal location, informa-

tion about a phoneme heard, information about the

familiarity or novelty of other information currently

being carried, etc.).Whenever some specialist network

or smaller structure makes a discrimination, fixes some

element of content, “an information” in their sense

comes into existence. “Signal,” “content-fixation”

(Dennett, 1991), “micro-taking” (Dennett and

Kinsbourne,1992),“wordless narrative”(Damasio,1999),

and “representation” (Jack and Shallice) are among

the near-synonyms in use.

(3) We should be careful not to take the term “top-

down”too literally. Since there is no single organization-

al summit to the brain, it means only that such atten-

tional amplification is not just modulated “bottom-up”

by features internal to the processing stream in which it

rides, but also by sideways influences, from competi-

tive, cooperative, collateral activities whose emergent

net result is what we may lump together and call top-

down influence. In an arena of opponent processes (as

in a democracy) the “top” is distributed, not localized.

Nevertheless,among the various competitive processes,

there are important bifurcations or thresholds that can

lead to strikingly different sequels, and it is these differ-

ences that best account for our pretheoretical intu-

itions about the difference between conscious and

unconscious events in the mind. If we are careful, we

can use “top-down”as an innocent allusion,exploiting a

vivid fossil trace of a discarded Cartesian theory to

mark the real differences that that theory misdescribed.

(This will be elaborated in my discussion of Jack and
Shallice below.)

(4) How long must this minimal duration be? Long

enough to make the information available to a variety

of processes—that’s all. One should resist the tempta-

tion to imagine some other effect that needs to build up

over time, because . . .

(5)The proposed consensual thesis is not that this glob-

al availability causes some further effect or a different

sort altogether—igniting the glow of conscious qualia,

gaining entrance to the Cartesian Theater,or something

like that—but that it is, all by itself, a conscious state.

This is the hardest part of the thesis to understand and

embrace.In fact,some who favor the rest of the consen-

sus balk at this point and want to suppose that global

availability must somehow kindle some special effect

over and above the merely computational or function-

al competences such global availability ensures.Those

who harbor this hunch are surrendering just when vic-

tory is at hand,I will argue,for these “merely functional”

competences are the very competences that con-

sciousness was supposed to enable.

Here is where scientists have been tempted—or black-

mailed—into defending unmistakably philosophical

theses about consciousness, on both sides of the issue.

Some have taken up the philosophical issues with rel-

ish, and others with reluctance and foreboding, with

uneven results for both types. In this paper I will high-

light a few of the points made and attempted, support-

ing some and criticizing others, but mainly trying to

show how relatively minor decisions about word

choice and emphasis can conspire to mislead the the-

oretician’s imagination. Is there a “Hard Problem”

(Chalmers, 1995, 1996) and if so what is it, and what

could possibly count as progress towards solving it?

Although I have staunchly defended—and will defend

here again—the verdict that Chalmers’“Hard Problem”

is a theorist’s illusion (Dennett, 1996b,1998), something

inviting therapy, not a real problem to be solved with

revolutionary new science, I view my task here to be

dispelling confusion first, and taking sides second. Let

us see, as clearly as we can, what the question is, and is

not, before we declare any allegiances.

Dehaene and Naccache provide a good survey of the

recent evidence in favor of this consensus, much of it

analyzed in greater deal in the other papers in this vol-

ume, and I would first like to supplement their survey

with a few anticipations drawn from farther afield.The

central ideas are not new, though they have often been

overlooked or underestimated. In 1959, the mathemati-

cian (and coiner of the term “artificial intelligence”)

John McCarthy, commenting on Oliver Selfridge’s pio-

neering Pandemonium, the first model of a competi-

tive,non-hierarchical computational architecture,clear-

ly articulated the fundamental idea of the global work-

space hypothesis:

I would like to speak briefly about some of the

advantages of the pandemonium model as an

actual model of conscious behaviour. In observing
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a brain, one should make a distinction between

that aspect of the behaviour which is available

consciously,and those behaviours,no doubt equal-

ly important, but which proceed unconsciously. If

one conceives of the brain as a pandemonium—a

collection of demons—perhaps what is going on

within the demons can be regarded as the uncon-

scious part of thought, and what the demons are

publicly shouting for each other to hear,as the con-

scious part of thought. (McCarthy, 1959, p147)

And in a classic paper, the psychologist Paul Rozin

(1976), argued 

that specializations . . . form the building blocks for

higher level intelligence.. . .At the time of their ori-

gin, these specializations are tightly wired into the

functional system they were designed to serve and

are thus inaccessible to other programs or systems

of the brain. I suggest that in the course of evolu-

tion these programs become more accessible to

other systems and, in the extreme, may rise to the

level of consciousness and be applied over the full

realm of behavior or mental function. (p246)

The key point, for both McCarthy and Rozin, is that it is

the specialist demons’ accessibility to each other (and

not to some imagined higher Executive or central Ego)

that could in principle explain the dramatic increases

in cognitive competence that we associate with con-

sciousness: the availability to deliberate reflection, the

non-automaticity, in short, the open-mindedness that

permits a conscious agent to consider anything in its

purview in any way it chooses.This idea was also cen-

tral to what I called the Multiple Drafts Model (Dennett,

1991), which was offered as an alternative to the tradi-

tional,and still popular,Cartesian Theater model,which

supposes there is a place in the brain to which all the

unconscious modules send their results for ultimate

conscious appreciation by the Audience. The Multiple

Drafts Model did not provide, however, a sufficiently

vivid and imagination-friendly antidote to the Cartesian

imagery we have all grown up with, so more recently I

have proposed what I consider to be a more useful

guiding metaphor: “fame in the brain” or “cerebral

celebrity.”(Dennett, 1994, 1996, 1998)

2. Competition for Clout
The basic idea is that consciousness is more like fame

than television; it is not a special “medium of represen-

tation” in the brain into which content-bearing events

must be transduced in order to become conscious. As

Kanwisher aptly emphasizes:“the neural correlates of

awareness of a given perceptual attribute are found in

the very neural structure that perceptually analyzes that

attribute.” (ms, p6) Instead of switching media or going

somewhere in order to become conscious, heretofore

unconscious contents, staying right where they are,can

achieve something rather like fame in competition with

other fame-seeking (or just potentially fame-finding)

contents. And, according to this view, that is what con-

sciousness is.

Of course consciousness couldn’t be fame, exactly, in

the brain, since to be famous is to be a shared inten-

tional object in the conscious minds of many folk, and

although the brain is usefully seen as composed of

hordes of demons (or homunculi), if we were to imag-

ine them to be au courant in the ways they would need

to be to elevate some of their brethren to cerebral

celebrity,we would be endowing these subhuman com-

ponents with too much human psychology—and, of

course, installing a patent infinite regress in the model

as a theory of consciousness. The looming infinite

regress can be stopped the way such threats are often

happily stopped, not by abandoning the basic idea but

by softening it.As long as your homunculi are more stu-

pid and ignorant than the intelligent agent they com-

pose, the nesting of homunculi within homunculi can

be finite,bottoming out,eventually,with agents so unim-

pressive that they can be replaced by machines

(Dennett,1978).So consciousness is not so much fame,

then,as political influence—a good slang term is clout.

When processes compete for ongoing control of the

body, the one with the greatest clout dominates the

scene until a process with even greater clout displaces

it. In some oligarchies, perhaps, the only way to have

clout is to be known by the King, dispenser of all pow-

ers and privileges. Our brains are more democratic,

indeed somewhat anarchic. In the brain there is no

King,no Official Viewer of the State Television Program,

no Cartesian Theater, but there are still plenty of quite

sharp differences in political clout exercised by con-

tents over time.In Dehaene and Naccache’s terms,this

political difference is achieved by “reverberation” in a
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“sustained amplification loop” (ms, p20), while the los-

ing competitors soon fade into oblivion, unable to

recruit enough specialist attention to achieve self-sus-

taining reverberation.

What a theory of consciousness needs to explain is

how some relatively few contents become elevated to

this political power, with all the ensuing aftermath,

while most others evaporate into oblivion after doing

their modest deeds in the ongoing projects of the brain.

Why is this the task of a theory of consciousness?

Because that is what conscious events do. They hang

around,monopolizing time “in the limelight.”We cannot

settle for putting it that way, however.There is no literal

searchlight of attention,so we need to explain away this

seductive metaphor by explaining the functional pow-

ers of attention-grabbing without presupposing a single

attention-giving source.This means we need to address

two questions.Not just (1) How is this fame in the brain

achieved? but also (2)—which I have called the Hard

Question—And Then What Happens? (Dennett, 1991,

p255). One may postulate activity in one neural struc-

ture or another as the necessary and sufficient condi-

tion for consciousness, but one must then take on the

burden of the explaining why that activity ensures the

political power of the events it involves—and this

means taking a good hard look at how the relevant dif-

ferences in competence might be enabled by changes

in status in the brain.

Hurley (1998) makes a persuasive case for taking the

Hard Question seriously in somewhat different terms:

The Self (and its surrogates, the Cartesian res cogitans,

the Kantian transcendental ego,among others) is not to

be located by subtraction, by peeling off the various

layers of perceptual and motor “interface”between Self

and World.We must reject the traditional “sandwich” in

which the Self is isolated from the outside world by lay-

ers of “input” and “output.” On the contrary, the Self is

large,concrete,and visible in the world,not just “distrib-

uted” in the brain but spread out into the world.Where

we act and where we perceive is not funneled through

a bottleneck, physical or metaphysical, in spite of the

utility of such notions as “point of view.”

As she notes, the very content of perception can

change, while keeping input constant, by changes in

output (p289).

This interpenetration of effects and contents can be

fruitfully studied, and several avenues for future

research are opened up by papers in this volume.What

particularly impresses me about them is that the

authors are all, in their various ways, more alert to the

obligation to address the Hard Question than many pre-

vious theorists have been,and the result is a clearer,bet-

ter-focused picture of consciousness in the brain, with

no leftover ghosts lurking. If we set aside our philosoph-

ical doubts (settled or not) about consciousness as

global fame or clout, we can explore in a relatively

undistorted way the empirical questions regarding the

mechanisms and pathways that are necessary, or just

normal, for achieving this interesting functional status

(we can call it a Type-C status, following Jack and
Shallice, if we want to remind ourselves of what we are

setting aside,while remaining noncommital).For exam-

ple, Parvizi and Damasio claim that a midbrain

panel of specialist proto-self evaluators accomplish a

normal, but not necessary, evaluation process that

amounts to a sort of triage, which can boost a content

into reverberant fame or consign it to oblivion; these

proto-self evaluators thereby tend to secure fame for

those contents that are most relevant to current needs

of the body. Driver and Vuilleumier concentrate on

the “fate of extinguished stimuli” (ms, p18ff), exploring

some of the ways that multiple competitions—e.g., as

proposed by Desimone’s and Duncan’s (1995, 1995)

Winner-Take-All model of multiple competition—leave

not only single winners,but lots of quite powerful semi-

finalists or also-rans, whose influences can be traced

even when they don’t achieve the canonical—indeed,

operationalized—badge of fame: subsequent reporta-

bility (more on that,below).Kanwisher points out that

sheer “activation strength” is no mark of consciousness

until we see to what use that strength is put (“And then

what happens?”) and proposes that “the neural corre-

lates of the contents of visual awareness are represent-

ed in the ventral pathway,whereas the neural correlates

of more general-purpose content-independent process-

es associated with awareness (attention, binding, etc.)

are found primarily in the dorsal pathway, which sug-

gests (if I understand her claim rightly) that, just as in

the wider world, whether or not you become famous

can depend on what is going on elsewhere at the same

time. Jack and Shallice propose a complementary

balance between prefrontal cortex and anterior cingu-

late, a sort of high-road vs low-road dual path, with par-
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ticular attention to the Hard Question: What can hap-

pen,what must happen,what may happen when Type-C

processes occur, or put otherwise: what Type-C process-

es are necessary for, normal for, not necessary for.

Particularly important are the ways in which successive

winners dramatically alter the prospects (for fame, for

influence) of their successors, creating nonce-struc-

tures that temporarily govern the competition. Such

effects, described at the level of competition between

“informations,” can begin to explain how one (one

agent, one subject) can “sculpt the response space”

(Frith,2000,discussed in Jack and Shallice [ms,p46]).

This downstream capacity of one information to

change the competitive context for whatever informa-

tions succeed it is indeed a fame-like competence, a

hugely heightened influence that not only retrospec-

tively distinguishes it from its competitors at the time

but also, just as importantly, contributes to the creation

of a relatively long-lasting Executive, not a place in the

brain but a sort of political coalition that can be seen to

be in control over the subsequent competitions for

some period of time.Such differences in aftermath can

be striking, perhaps never more so than those recently

demonstrated effects that show, as Dehaene and
Naccache note, “the impossibility for subjects [i.e.,

Executives] to strategically use the unconscious infor-

mation,” in such examples as Debner and Jacoby, 1994,

and Smith and Merikle 1999,discussed in Merikle et al.

Consciousness, like fame, is not an intrinsic property,

and not even just a dispositional property; it is a phe-

nomenon that requires some actualization of the

potential—and this is why you cannot make any

progress on it until you address the Hard Question and

look at the aftermath. Consider the following tale. Jim

has written a remarkable first novel that has been

enthusiastically read by some of the cognoscenti. His

picture is all set to go on the cover of Time magazine,

and Oprah has lined him up for her television show. A

national book tour is planned and Hollywood has

already expressed interest in his book.That’s all true on

Tuesday. Wednesday morning San Francisco is

destroyed in an earthquake, and the world’s attention

can hold nothing else for a month. Is Jim famous? He

would have been, if it weren’t for that darn earthquake.

Maybe next month, if things return to normal, he’ll

become famous for deeds done earlier. But fame elud-

ed him this week, in spite of the fact that the Time mag-

azine cover story had been typeset and sent to the

printer, to be yanked at the last moment,and in spite of

the fact that his name was already in TV Guide as

Oprah’s guest, and in spite of the fact that stacks of his

novel could be found in the windows of most book-

stores. All the dispositional properties normally suffi-

cient for fame were in place, but their normal effects

didn’t get triggered, so no fame resulted. The same (I

have held) is true of consciousness. The idea of some

information being conscious for a few milliseconds,

with none of the normal aftermath, is as covertly inco-

herent as the idea of somebody being famous for a few

minutes, with none of the normal aftermath. Jim was

potentially famous but didn’t quite achieve fame; and

he certainly didn’t have any other property (an eerie

glow, an aura of charisma, a threefold increase in “ani-

mal magnetism” or whatever) that distinguished him

from the equally anonymous people around him. Real

fame is not the cause of all the normal aftermath; it is

the normal aftermath.

The same point needs to be appreciated about con-

sciousness, for this is where theorists’ imaginations are

often led astray: it is a mistake to go looking for an extra

will-of-the-wisp property of consciousness that might

be enjoyed by some events in the brain in spite of their

not enjoying the fruits of fame in the brain. Just such a

quest is attempted by Block, who tries to isolate “phe-

nomenality” as something distinct from fame (“global

accessibility”) but still worthy of being called a variety

of consciousness. “Phenomenality is experience,” he

announces, but what does this mean? He recognizes

that in order to keep phenomenality distinct from glob-

al accessibility,he needs to postulate,and find evidence

for, what he calls “phenomenality without reflexivity”—

experiences that you don’t know you’re having.

If we want to use brain imaging to find the neural cor-

relates of phenomenality,we have to pin down the phe-

nomenal side of the equation, and to do that we must

make a decision on whether the subjects who say they

don’t see anything do or do not have phenomenal

experiences.

But what then is left of the claim that phenomenality is

experience? What is experiential (as contrasted with

what?) about a discrimination that is not globally

accessible? As the convolutions of Block’s odyssey
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reveal, there is always the simpler hypothesis to fend

off: there is potential fame in the brain (analogous to

the dispositional status of poor Jim, the novelist) and

then there is fame in the brain,and these two categories

suffice to handle the variety of phenomena we

encounter. Fame in the brain is enough.

3. Is There Also a Hard Problem?
The most natural reaction in the world to this proposal

is frank incredulity: it seems to be leaving out the most

important element—the Subject! People are inclined to

object: “There may indeed be fierce competition

between ‘informations’ for political clout in the brain,

but you have left out the First Person,who entertains the

winners.” The mistake behind this misbegotten objec-

tion is not noticing that the First Person has in fact

already been incorporated into the multifarious further

effects of all the political influence achievable in the

competitions. Some theorists in the past have encour-

aged this mistake by simply stopping short of address-

ing the Hard Question. Damasio (1999) has addressed

our two questions in terms of two intimately related

problems: how the brain “generates the movie in the

brain” and how the brain generates “the appearance of

an owner and observer for the movie within the movie,”

and has noted that some theorists, notably Penrose

(1989) and Crick (1994),have made the tactical error of

concentrating almost exclusively on the first of these

problems, postponing the second problem indefinitely.

Oddly enough, this tactic is reassuring to some

observers,who are relieved to see that these models are

not,apparently,denying the existence of the Subject but

just not yet tackling that mystery. Better to postpone

than to deny, it seems.

A model that, on the contrary, undertakes from the out-

set to address the Hard Question, assumes the obliga-

tion of accounting for the Subject in terms of “a collec-

tive dynamic phenomenon that does not require any

supervision,” as Dehaene and Naccache put it. This

risks seeming to leave out the Subject, precisely

because all the work the Subject would presumably

have done, once it had enjoyed the show, has already

been parceled out to various agencies in the brain,

leaving the Subject with nothing to do.We haven’t real-

ly solved the problem of consciousness until that

Executive is itself broken down into subcomponents

that are themselves clearly just unconscious underla-

borers which themselves work (compete,interfere,daw-

dle . . . ) without supervision. Contrary to appearances,

then, those who work on answers to the Hard Question

are not leaving consciousness out, they are explaining

consciousness by leaving it behind. That is to say, the

only way to explain consciousness is to move beyond

consciousness, accounting for the effects conscious-

ness has when it is achieved. It is hard to avoid the nag-

ging feeling,however, that there must be something that

such an approach leaves out, something that lies some-

how in between the causes of consciousness and its

effects.

Your body is made up of some trillions of cells, each

one utterly ignorant of all the things you know.If we are

to explain the conscious Subject, one way or another

the transition from clueless cells to knowing organiza-

tions of cells must be made without any magic ingredi-

ents. This requirement presents theorists with what

some see as a nasty dilemma (e.g., Andrew Brook,

forthcoming). If you propose a theory of the knowing

Subject that describes whatever it describes as like the

workings of a vacant automated factory—not a Subject

in sight—you will seem to many observers to have

changed the subject or missed the point. On the other

hand, if your theory still has tasks for a Subject to per-

form, still has a need for the Subject as Witness, then

although you can be falsely comforted by the sense

that there is still somebody at home in the brain, you

have actually postponed the task of explaining what

needs explaining. To me one of the most fascinating

bifurcations in the intellectual world today is between

those to whom it is obvious—obvious—that a theory

that leaves out the Subject is thereby disqualified as a

theory of consciousness (in Chalmers’s terms, it evades

the Hard Problem),and those to whom it is just as obvi-

ous that any theory that doesn’t leave out the Subject is

disqualified. I submit that the former have to be wrong,

but they certainly don’t lack for conviction, as these

recent declarations eloquently attest:

If, in short, there is a community of computers liv-

ing in my head,there had also better be somebody

who is in charge; and, by God, it had better be me.

(Fodor, 1998, p207)

Of course the problem here is with the claim that

consciousness is ‘identical’ to physical brain states.
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The more Dennett et al. try to explain to me what

they mean by this, the more convinced I become

that what they really mean is that consciousness

doesn’t exist. (Wright, 2000, fn. 14, ch.21)

Daniel Dennett is the Devil. . . . There is no internal

witness, no central recognizer of meaning, and no

self other than an abstract ‘Center of Narrative

Gravity’which is itself nothing but a convenient fic-

tion. . . . For Dennett, it is not a case of the Emperor

having no clothes. It is rather that the clothes have

no Emperor. (Voorhees, 2000, pp55-56)

This is not just my problem; it confronts anybody

attempting to construct and defend a properly natura-

listic, materialistic theory of consciousness. Damasio is

one who has attempted to solve this pedagogical (or

perhaps diplomatic) problem by appearing to split the

difference, writing eloquently about the Self, proclaim-

ing that he is taking the Subject very seriously, even

restoring the Subject to its rightful place in the theory of

consciousness—while quietly dismantling the Self,

breaking it into “proto-selves” and identifying these in

functional,neuroanatomic terms as a network of brain-

stem nuclei (Parvizi and Damasio).This effort at win-

some redescription,which I applaud,includes some art-

fully couched phrases that might easily be misread,

however,as conceding too much to those who fear that

the Subject is being overlooked. One passage in partic-

ular goes to the heart of current controversy. They dis-

parage an earlier account that “dates from a time in

which the phenomena of consciousness were concep-

tualized in exclusively behavioral, third-person terms.

Little consideration was given to the cognitive, first-per-

son description of the phenomena, that is, to the expe-

rience of the subject who is conscious.”(ms,p2) Notice

that they do not say that they are now adopting a first-

person perspective; they say that they are now giving

more consideration to the “first-person description” that

subjects give. In fact, they are strictly adhering to the

canons and assumptions of what I have called het-

erophenomenology,which is specifically designed to be

a third-person approach to consciousness (Dennett,

1991, ch 4,“A Method for Phenomenology,” p98). How

does one take subjectivity seriously from a third-person

perspective? By taking the reports of subjects seriously

as reports of their subjective experience. This practice

does not limit us to the study of human subjectivity; as

numerous authors have noted, non-verbal animals can

be put into circumstances in which some of their

behavior can be interpreted, as Weiskrantz (1998) has

put it, as “commentaries,” and Kanwisher points out

that in Newsome’s experiments, for instance, the mon-

key’s behavior is “a reasonable proxy for such a report.”

(ms, p4)

It has always been good practice for scientists to put

themselves in their own experimental apparatus as

informal subjects, to confirm their hunches about what

it feels like, and to check for any overlooked or under-

estimated features of the circumstances that could

interfere with their interpretations of their experiments.

(Kanwisher gives a fine example of this, inviting the

reader into the role of the subject in rapid serial visual

display [RSVP], and noting from the inside, as it were,

the strangeness of the forced choice task: you find your-

self thinking that “tiger”would be as good a word as any,

etc. [ms, p11]) But scientists have always recognized

the need to confirm the insights they have gained from

self-administered pilot studies by conducting properly

controlled experiments with naive subjects. As long as

this obligation is met,whatever insights one may garner

from “first-person” investigations fall happily into place

in “third-person” heterophenomenology. Purported dis-

coveries that cannot meet this obligation may inspire,

guide, motivate, illuminate one’s scientific theory, but

they are not data—the beliefs of subjects about them

are the data. Thus if some phenomenologist becomes

convinced by her own (first-)personal experience,how-

ever encountered, transformed, reflected upon, of the

existence of a feature of consciousness in need of

explanation and accommodation within her theory,her

conviction that this is so is itself a fine datum in need of

explanation, by her or by others, but the truth of her

conviction must not be presupposed by science.There

is no such thing as first-person science,so if you want to

have a science of consciousness, it will have to be a

third-person science of consciousness, and none the

worse for it, as the many results discussed in this vol-

ume show.

Since there has been wholesale misreading of this

moral in the controversies raging about the “first person

point of view,” let me take this opportunity to point out

that every study reported in every article in this volume

has been conducted according to the tenets of het-
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erophenomenology. Are the researchers represented

here needlessly tying their own hands? Are there other,

deeper ways of studying consciousness scientifically?

This has recently been claimed by Petitot, Varela,

Pachoud and Roy (1999), who envision a “naturalized

phenomenology” that somehow goes beyond het-

erophenomenology and derives something from a first-

person point of view that cannot be incorporated in the

manner followed here, but while their anthology

includes some very interesting work, it is not clear that

any of it finds a mode of scientific investigation that in

any way even purports to transcend this third-person

obligation. The one essay that makes such a claim

specifically,Thompson, Noë and Pessoa’s essay on per-

ceptual completion or “filling in”(cf. Pessoa,Thompson

and Noë, 1998) corrects some errors in my heterophe-

nomenological treatment of the same phenomena, but

is itself a worthy piece of heterophenomenology, in

spite of the authors declarations to the contrary (see

Dennett, 1998b, and their reply, same issue). Chalmers

(1999) has made the same unsupported claim:

I also take it that first-person data can’t be expressed

wholly in terms of third-person data about brain

processes and the like [my italics]. . . . .That’s to say, no

purely third-person description of brain processes and

behavior [my italics] will express precisely the data we

want to explain, though it may play a central role in the

explanation. So ‘as data,’ the first-person data are irre-

ducible to third-person data. (p8)

This swift passage manages to overlook the prospects

of heterophenomenology altogether. Heterophe-

nomenology is explicitly not a first-person methodolo-

gy (as its name makes clear) but it is also not directly

about “brain processes and the like”; it is a reasoned,

objective extrapolation from patterns discernible in the

behavior of subjects, including especially their text-pro-

ducing or communicative behavior, and as such it is

about precisely the higher-level dispositions, both cog-

nitive and emotional, that convince us that our fellow

human beings are conscious. By sliding from the first

italicized phrase to the second (in the quotation

above), Chalmers executes a (perhaps unintended)

sleight-of-hand,whisking heterophenomenology off the

stage without a hearing. His conclusion is a non

sequitur. He has not shown that first-person data are

irreducible to third-person data because he has not

even considered the only serious attempt to show how

first-person data can be “reduced” to third-person data

(though I wouldn’t use that term).

The third-person approach is not antithetical to, or

eager to ignore,the subjective nuances of experience; it

simply insists on anchoring those subjective nuances to

something—anything,really—that can be detected and

confirmed in replicable experiments. For instance,

Merikle et al., having adopted the position that “with

subjective measures,awareness is assessed on the basis

of the observer’s self-reports,” note that one of the

assumptions of this approach is that “information per-

ceived with awareness enables a perceiver to act on the

world and to produce effects on the world.”As contrast-

ed to what? As contrasted to a view, such as that of

Searle (1992) and Chalmers (1996), that concludes that

consciousness might have no such enabling role—

since a “zombie”might be able to do everything a con-

scious person does, passing every test, reporting every

effect,without being conscious.One of the inescapable

implications of heterophenomenology, or of any third-

person approach to subjectivity,is that one must dismiss

as a chimera the prospect of a philosopher’s zombie, a

being that is behaviorally, objectively indistinguishable

from a conscious person but not conscious. (For a sur-

vey of this unfortunate topic, see Journal of

Consciousness Studies, 2, 1995,“Zombie Earth: a sympo-

sium,” including short pieces by many authors.)

I find that some people are cured of their attraction for

this chimera by the observation that all the functional

distinctions described in the essays in this volume

would be exhibited by philosophers’ zombies.The only

difference between zombies and regular folks, accord-

ing to those who take the distinction seriously, is that

zombies have streams of unconsciousness where the

normals have streams of consciousness! Consider, in

this regard, the word-stem completion task of Debner

and Jacoby (1994) discussed by Merikle et al. If sub-

jects are instructed to complete a word stem with a

word other than the word briefly presented as a prime

(and then masked), they can follow this instruction

only if they are aware of the priming word; they actual-

ly favor the priming word as a completion if it is pre-

sented so briefly that they are not aware of it. Zombies

would exhibit the same effect,of course—being able to

follow the exclusion policy only in those instances in

which the priming word made it through the competi-

tion into their streams of un-consciousness.
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4. But What About “Qualia”?

As Dehaene and Naccache note,

[T]he flux of neuronal workspace states associat-

ed with a perceptual experience is vastly beyond

accurate verbal description or long-term memory

storage.Furthermore,although the major organiza-

tion of this repertoire is shared by all members of

the species, its details result from a developmental

process of epigenesis and are therefore specific to

each individual. Thus the contents of perceptual

awareness are complex, dynamic, multi-faceted

neural states that cannot be memorized or trans-

mitted to others in their entirety. These biological

properties seem potentially capable of substantiat-

ing philosophers’ intuitions about the “qualia” of

conscious experience,although considerable neu-

roscientific research will be needed before they

are thoroughly understood.(ms, p34-5)

It is this informational superabundance, also noted by

Damasio (1999, see esp p93), that has lured philoso-

phers into a definitional trap.As one sets out to answer

the Hard Question (“And then what happens?”), one

can be sure that no practical, finite set of answers will

exhaust the richness of effects and potential effects.The

subtle individual differences wrought by epigenesis

and a thousand chance encounters creates a unique

manifold of functional (including dysfunctional) dispo-

sitions that outruns any short catalog of effects. These

dispositions may be dramatic—ever since that yellow

car crashed into her, one shade of yellow sets off her

neuromodulator alarm floods (Dennett, 1991)—or

minuscule—an ever so slight relaxation evoked by a

nostalgic whiff of childhood comfort food. So one will

always be “leaving something out.” If one dubs this

inevitable residue qualia, then qualia are guaranteed to

exist, but they are just more of the same, dispositional

properties that have not yet been entered in the catalog

(perhaps because they are the most subtle, least

amenable to approximate definition). Alternatively, if

one defines qualia as whatever is neither the down-

stream effects of experiences (reactions to particular

colors, verbal reports, effects on memory . . .) nor the

upstream causal progenitors of experiences (activity in

one cortical region or another), then qualia are,by def-

initional fiat, intrinsic properties of experiences consid-

ered in isolation from all their causes and effects, logi-

cally independent of all dispositional properties.

Defined thus, they are logically guaranteed to elude all

broad functional analysis—but it’s an empty victory,

since there is no reason to believe such properties

exist! To see this, compare the qualia of experience to

the value of money. Some naive Americans cannot get

it out of their heads that dollars, unlike francs and

marks and yen, have intrinsic value (“How much is that

in real money?”).They are quite content to “reduce”the

value of other currencies in dispositional terms to their

exchange rate with dollars (or goods and services),but

they have a hunch that dollars are different. Every dol-

lar, they declare, has something logically independent

of its functionalistic exchange powers, which we might

call its vis. So defined, the vis of each dollar is guaran-

teed to elude the theories of economists forever,but we

have no reason to believe in it—aside from their heart-

felt hunches, which can be explained without being

honored.It is just such an account of philosophers’ intu-

itions that Dehaene and Naccache propose.

It is unfortunate that the term qualia has been adopted—

in spite of my warnings (1988, 1991, 1994b)—by some

cognitive neuroscientists who have been unwilling or

unable to believe that philosophers intend that term to

occupy a peculiar logical role in arguments about func-

tionalism that cognitive neuroscience could not

resolve. A review of recent history (drawn, with revi-

sions, from Dennett, forthcoming) will perhaps clarify

this source of confusion and return us to the real issues.

Functionalism is the idea enshrined in the old proverb:

handsome is as handsome does. Matter matters only

because of what matter can do. Functionalism in this

broadest sense is so ubiquitous in science that it is tan-

tamount to a reigning presumption of all of science.

And since science is always looking for simplifications,

looking for the greatest generality it can muster, func-

tionalism in practice has a bias in favor of minimalism,

of saying that less matters than one might have thought.

The law of gravity says that it doesn’t matter what stuff

a thing is made of—only its mass matters (and its den-

sity, except in a vacuum).The trajectory of cannonballs

of equal mass and density is not affected by whether

they are made of iron,copper or gold.It might have mat-

tered, one imagines, but in fact it doesn’t. And wings

don’t have to have feathers on them in order to power
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flight,and eyes don’t have to be blue or brown in order

to see. Every eye has many more properties than are

needed for sight,and it is science’s job to find the max-

imally general, maximally non-committal—hence min-

imal—characterization of whatever power or capacity

is under consideration. Not surprisingly, then, many of

the disputes in normal science concern the issue of

whether or not one school of thought has reached too

far in its quest for generality.

Since the earliest days of cognitive science, there has

been a particularly bold brand of functionalistic mini-

malism in contention, the idea that just as a heart is

basically a pump, and could in principle be made of

anything so long as it did the requisite pumping with-

out damaging the blood, so a mind is fundamentally a

control system, implemented in fact by the organic

brain, but anything else that could compute the same

control functions would serve as well.The actual matter

of the brain—the chemistry of synapses, the role of cal-

cium in the depolarization of nerve fibers, and so

forth—is roughly as irrelevant as the chemical compo-

sition of those cannonballs.According to this tempting

proposal,even the underlying micro-architecture of the

brain’s connections can be ignored for many purposes,

at least for the time being, since it has been proven by

computer scientists that any function that can be com-

puted by one specific computational architecture can

also be computed (perhaps much less efficiently) by

another architecture. If all that matters is the computa-

tion, we can ignore the brain’s wiring diagram, and its

chemistry, and just worry about the “software” that runs

on it. In short—and now we arrive at the provocative

version that has caused so much misunderstanding—

in principle you could replace your wet, organic brain

with a bunch of silicon chips and wires and go right on

thinking (and being conscious, and so forth).

This bold vision, computationalism or “strong AI”

(Searle, 1980), is composed of two parts: the broad

creed of functionalism—handsome is as handsome

does—and a specific set of minimalist empirical

wagers: neuroanatomy doesn’t matter; chemistry does-

n’t matter.This second theme excused many would-be

cognitive scientists from educating themselves in these

fields, for the same reason that economists are excused

from knowing anything about the metallurgy of

coinage, or the chemistry of the ink and paper used in

bills of sale. This has been a good idea in many ways,

but for fairly obvious reasons,it has not been a political-

ly astute ideology, since it has threatened to relegate

those scientists who devote their lives to functional

neuroanatomy and neurochemistry, for instance, to rel-

atively minor roles as electricians and plumbers in the

grand project of explaining consciousness. Resenting

this proposed demotion, they have fought back vigor-

ously. The recent history of neuroscience can be seen

as a series of triumphs for the lovers of detail.Yes, the

specific geometry of the connectivity matters; yes, the

location of specific neuromodulators and their effects

matter; yes, the architecture matters; yes, the fine tempo-

ral rhythms of the spiking patterns matter, and so on.

Many of the fond hopes of opportunistic minimalists

have been dashed: they had hoped they could leave

out various things,and they have learned that no, if you

leave out x, or y, or z, you can’t explain how the mind

works.

This has left the mistaken impression in some quarters

that the underlying idea of functionalism has been tak-

ing its lumps.Far from it.On the contrary,the reasons for

accepting these new claims are precisely the reasons of

functionalism. Neurochemistry matters because—and

only because—we have discovered that the many dif-

ferent neuromodulators and other chemical messen-

gers that diffuse through the brain have functional roles

that make important differences.What those molecules

do turns out to be important to the computational roles

played by the neurons, so we have to pay attention to

them after all.

This correction of over-optimistic minimalism has noth-

ing to do with philosophers’ imagined qualia. Some

neuroscientists have thus muddied the waters by

befriending qualia, confident that this was a term for

the sort of functionally characterizable complication

that confounds oversimplified versions of computation-

alism. (Others have thought that when philosophers

were comparing zombies with conscious people, they

were noting the importance of emotional state, or neu-

romodulator imbalance.) I have spent more time than I

would like explaining to various scientists that their

controversies and the philosophers’ controversies are

not translations of each other as they had thought but

false friends,mutually irrelevant to each other.The prin-

ciple of charity continues to bedevil this issue,however,
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and many scientists generously persist in refusing to

believe that philosophers can be making a fuss about

such a narrow and fantastical division of opinion.

Meanwhile, some philosophers have misappropriated

those same controversies within cognitive science to

support their claim that the tide is turning against func-

tionalism, in favor of qualia, in favor of the irreducibili-

ty of the “first-person point of view,” and so forth. This

widespread conviction is an artifact of interdisciplinary

miscommunication and nothing else. A particularly

vivid exposure of the miscommunication can be found

in the critics’ discussion of Humphrey (2000). In his

rejoinder Humphrey says:

I took it for granted that everyone would recognise

that my account of sensations was indeed meant

to be a functional one through and through—so

much so that I actually deleted the following sen-

tences from an earlier draft of the paper, believing

them redundant:“Thus [with this account] we are

well on our way to doing the very thing it seemed

we would not be able to do, namely giving the

mind term of the identity, the phantasm,a function-

al description—even if a rather unexpected and

peculiar one. And, as we have already seen, once

we have a functional description we’re home and

dry, because the same description can quite well

fit a brain state.”

But perhaps I should not be amazed.Functionalism is a

wonderfully—even absurdly—bold hypothesis, about

which few of us are entirely comfortable.

5. Conclusion
A neuroscientific theory of consciousness must be a

theory of the Subject of consciousness, one that ana-

lyzes this imagined central Executive into component

parts, none of which can itself be a proper Subject.The

apparent properties of consciousness that only make

sense as features enjoyed by the Subject must thus also

be decomposed and distributed,and this inevitably cre-

ates a pressure on the imagination of the theorist. No

sooner do such properties get functionalistically ana-

lyzed into complex dispositional traits distributed in

space and time in the brain, than their ghosts come

knocking on the door, demanding entrance disguised

as qualia,or phenomenality or the imaginable difference

between us and zombies. One of the hardest tasks thus

facing those who would explain consciousness is rec-

ognizing when some feature has already been

explained (in sketch, in outline) and hence does not

need to be explained again.
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Consciousness often seems to be utterly mysterious. I

suspect that the principal cause of this bafflement is a

sort of accounting error that is engendered by a famil-

iar series of challenges and responses.A simplified ver-

sion of one such path to mysteryland runs as follows:

Phil:What is consciousness?

Sy:Well,some things–such as stones and can-openers—

are utterly lacking in any point of view, any subjectivity

at all, while other things—such as you and me—do

have points of view: private, perspectival, interior ways

of being apprised of some limited aspects of the wider

world and our bodies’ relations to it.We lead our lives,

suffering and enjoying, deciding and choosing our

actions, guided by this “first-person” access that we

have.To be conscious is to be an agent with a point of

view.

Phil: But surely there is more to it than that! A cherry

tree has limited access to the ambient temperature at

its surface, and can be (mis-)guided into blooming

inopportunely by unseasonable warm weather; a robot

with video camera “eyes” and microphone “ears” may

discriminate and respond aptly to hundreds of different

aspects of its wider world; my own immune system can

sense, discriminate, and respond appropriately (for the

most part) to millions of different eventualities. Each of

these is an agent (of sorts) with a point of view (of

sorts) but none of them is conscious.

Sy:Yes, indeed; there is more.We conscious beings have

capabilities these simpler agents lack. We don’t just

notice things and respond to them; we notice that we

notice things. More exactly, among the many discrimi-

native states that our bodies may enter (including the

states of our immune systems, our autonomic nervous

systems,our digestive systems,and so forth),a subset of

them can be discriminated in turn by higher-order dis-

criminations which then become sources of guidance

for higher level control activities. In us, this recursive

capacity for self-monitoring exhibits no clear limits—

beyond those of available time and energy.If somebody

throws a brick at you, you see it coming and duck. But

you also discriminate the fact that you visually discrim-

inated the projectile,and can then discriminate the fur-

ther fact that you can tell visual from tactile discrimina-

tions (usually),and then go on to reflect on the fact that

you are also able to recall recent sensory discrimina-

tions in some detail, and that there is a difference

between experiencing something and recalling the

experience of something, and between thinking about

the difference between recollection and experience

and thinking about the difference between seeing and

hearing, and so forth, till bedtime.

Phil: But surely there is more to it than that! Although

existing robots may have quite paltry provisions for

such recursive self-monitoring, I can readily imagine

this particular capacity being added to some robot of

the future. However deftly it exhibited its capacity to

generate and react appropriately to “reflective”analyses

of its underlying discriminative states, it wouldn’t be

conscious—not the way we are.

Sy: Are you sure you can imagine this?

Phil: Oh yes, absolutely sure. There would be, perhaps,

some sort of executive point of view definable by analy-

sis of the power such a robot would have to control

itself based on these reactive capacities, but this robot-

ic subjectivity would be a pale shadow of ours.When it

uttered “it seems to me . . .” its utterances wouldn’t really

mean anything—or at least, they wouldn’t mean what I

mean when I tell you what it’s like to be me,how things

seem to me.

Sy: I don’t know how you can be so confident of that,

but in any case, you’re right that there is more to con-

sciousness than that. Our discriminative states are not

just discriminable; they have the power to provoke pref-

erences in us. Given choices between them, we are not

Consciousness: How Much Is 
That in Real Money?
for R. Gregory, ed., Oxford Companion to the Mind, on consciousness. December 12, 2001
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indifferent,but these preferences are themselves subtle,

variable, and highly dependent on other conditions.

There is a time for chocolate and a time for cheese, a

time for blue and a time for yellow. In short (and over-

simplifying hugely), many if not all of our discrimina-

tive states have what might be called a dimension of

affective valence. We care which states we are in, and

this caring is reflected in our dispositions to change

state.

Phil: But surely there is more to it than that! When I con-

template the luscious warmth of the sunlight falling on

that old brick wall,it’s not just that I prefer looking at the

bricks to looking down at the dirty sidewalk beneath

them. I can readily imagine outfitting our imaginary

robot with built-in preferences for every possible

sequence of its internal states,but it would still not have

anything like my conscious appreciation of the visual

poetry of those craggy, rosy bricks.

Sy:Yes, I grant it; there is more. For one thing, you have

meta-preferences; perhaps you wish you could stop

those sexual associations from interfering with your

more exalted appreciation of the warmth of that sun-

light on the bricks, but at the same time (roughly) you

are delighted by the persistence of those saucy intrud-

ers, distracting as they are, but . . . what was it you were

trying to think about? Your stream of consciousness is

replete with an apparently unending supply of associa-

tions.As each fleeting occupant of the position of great-

est influence gives way to its successors,any attempt to

halt this helter-skelter parade and monitor the details of

the associations only generates a further flood of

evanescent states, and so on. Coalitions of themes and

projects may succeed in dominating “attention” for

some useful and highly productive period of time,fend-

ing off would-be digressions for quite a while, and cre-

ating the sense of an abiding self or ego taking charge

of the whole operation.And so on.

Phil: But surely there is more to it than that! And now I

begin to see what is missing from your deliberately eva-

sive list of additions.All these dispositions and meta-dis-

positions to enter into states and meta-states and meta-

meta-states of reflection about reflection could be engi-

neered (I dimly imagine) into some robot.The trajecto-

ry of its internal state-switching could, I suppose, look

strikingly similar to the “first-person” account I might

give of my own stream of consciousness, but those

states of the robot would have no actual feel, no phe-

nomenal properties at all! You’re still leaving out what

the philosophers call the qualia.

Sy: Actually, I’m still leaving out lots of properties. I’ve

hardly begun acknowledging all the oversimplifica-

tions of my story so far, but now you seem to want to

pre-empt any further additions from me by insisting that

there are properties of consciousness that are altogeth-

er different from the properties I’ve described so far. I

thought I was adding “phenomenal” properties in

response to your challenge, but now you tell me I

haven’t even begun. Before I can tell if I’m leaving these

properties out, I have to know what they are. Can you

give me a clear example of a phenomenal property?

For instance, if I used to like a particular shade of yel-

low, but thanks to some traumatic experience (I got

struck by a car of that color, let’s suppose) that shade of

yellow now makes me very uneasy (whether or not it

reminds me explicitly of the accident), would this suf-

fice to change the phenomenal properties of my expe-

rience of that shade of yellow?

Phil: Not necessarily. The dispositional property of

making you uneasy is not itself a phenomenal property.

Phenomenal properties are, by definition, not disposi-

tional but rather intrinsic and accessible only from the

first-person point of view . . .

Thus we arrive in mysteryland. If you define qualia as

intrinsic properties of experiences considered in isola-

tion from all their causes and effects, logically inde-

pendent of all dispositional properties, then they are

logically guaranteed to elude all broad functional

analysis—but it’s an empty victory,since there is no rea-

son to believe such properties exist. To see this, com-

pare the qualia of experience to the value of money.

Some naive Americans can’t get it out of their heads

that dollars, unlike francs and marks and yen, have

intrinsic value (“How much is that in real money?”).

They are quite content to “reduce” the value of other

currencies in dispositional terms to their exchange rate

with dollars (or goods and services), but they have a

hunch that dollars are different. Every dollar, they

declare, has something logically independent of its

functionalistic exchange powers, which we might call
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its vim.So defined, the vim of each dollar is guaranteed

to elude the theories of economists forever,but we have

no reason to believe in it—aside from the heartfelt

hunches of those naive Americans, which can be

explained without being honored.

Some participants in the consciousness debates simply

demand, flat out, that their intuitions about phenome-

nal properties are a non-negotiable starting point for

any science of consciousness. Such a conviction must

be considered an interesting symptom, deserving a

diagnosis, a datum that any science of consciousness

must account for,in the same spirit that economists and

psychologists might set out to explain why it is that so

many people succumb to the potent illusion that

money has intrinsic value.

There are many properties of conscious states that can

and should be subjected to further scientific investiga-

tion right now, and once we get accounts of them in

place, we may well find that they satisfy us as an expla-

nation of what consciousness is. After all, this is what

has happened in the case of the erstwhile mystery of

what life is.Vitalism—the insistence that there is some

big, mysterious extra ingredient in all living things—

turns out to have been not a deep insight but a failure

of imagination. Inspired by that happy success story,we

can proceed with our scientific exploration of con-

sciousness. If the day arrives when all these acknowl-

edged debts are paid and we plainly see that some-

thing big is missing (it should stick out like a sore

thumb at some point,if it is really important) those with

the unshakable hunch will get to say they told us so. In

the meantime,they can worry about how to fend off the

diagnosis that they, like the vitalists before them, have

been misled by an illusion.
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There is a pattern of miscommunication bedeviling the

people working on consciousness that is reminiscent of

the classic Abbott and Costello ‘Who’s on First?’ routine.

With the best of intentions,people are talking past each

other, seeing major disagreements when there are only

terminological or tactical preferences—or even just

matters of emphasis—that divide the sides. Since some

substantive differences also lurk in this confusion, it is

well worth trying to sort out. Much of the problem

seems to have been caused by some misdirection in

my apologia for heterophenomenology (Dennett, 1982;

1991),advertised as an explicitly third-person approach

to human consciousness, so I will try to make amends

by first removing those misleading signposts and send-

ing us back to the real issues.

On the face of it, the study of human consciousness

involves phenomena that seem to occupy something

rather like another dimension: the private, subjective,

‘first-person’ dimension. Everybody agrees that this is

where we start. What, then, is the relation between the

standard ‘third-person’ objective methodologies for

studying meteors or magnets (or human metabolism or

bone density), and the methodologies for studying

human consciousness? Can the standard methods be

extended in such a way as to do justice to the phenom-

ena of human consciousness? Or do we have to find

some quite radical or revolutionary alternative sci-

ence? I have defended the hypothesis that there is a

straightforward,conservative extension of objective sci-

ence that handsomely covers the ground—all the

ground—of human consciousness, doing justice to all

the data without ever having to abandon the rules and

constraints of the experimental method that have

worked so well in the rest of science.This third-person

methodology, dubbed heterophenomenology (phe-

nomenology of another, not oneself), is, I have claimed,

the sound way to take the first-person point of view as

seriously as it can be taken.

To place heterophenomenology in context, consider

the following ascending scale of methods of scientific

investigation:

experiments conducted on anaesthetized animals;

experiments conducted on awake animals;

experiments on human subjects conducted in

‘behaviorese’

—subjects are treated as much as possible like

laboratory rats,trained to criterion with the use

of small rewards, with minimal briefing and

debriefing, etc.;

experiments in which human subjects collaborate

with experimenters 

—making suggestions, interacting verbally,

telling what it is like.

Only the last of these methods holds out much hope of

taking human subjectivity seriously, and at first blush it

may seem to be a first-person (or, with its emphasis on

communicative interaction with the subjects, second-

person) methodology,but in fact it is still a third-person

methodology if conducted properly. It is heterophe-

nomenology.

Most of the method is so obvious and uncontrover-

sial that some scientists are baffled that I would even

call it a method: basically, you have to take the vocal

sounds emanating from the subjects’ mouths (and your

own mouth) and interpret them! Well of course. What

else could you do? Those sounds aren’t just belches

and moans; they’re speech acts, reporting, questioning,

correcting, requesting, and so forth. Using such stan-

dard speech acts, other events such as button-presses

can be set up to be interpreted as speech acts as well,

with highly specific meanings and fine temporal resolu-

tion. What this interpersonal communication enables

you, the investigator, to do is to compose a catalogue of

what the subject believes to be true about his or her con-

scious experience. This catalogue of beliefs fleshes out

the subject’s heterophenomenological world, the world

according to S—the subjective world of one subject—

not to be confused with the real world.The total set of

details of heterophenomenology, plus all the data we

can gather about concurrent events in the brains of

subjects and in the surrounding environment,comprise

the total data set for a theory of human consciousness.

Who’s on First? 
Heterophenomenology Explained 
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It leaves out no objective phenomena and no subjec-

tive phenomena of consciousness.

Just what kinds of things does this methodology

commit us to? Beyond the unproblematic things all of

science is committed to (neurons and electrons,clocks

and microscopes...) just to beliefs—the beliefs

expressed by subjects and deemed constitutive of their

subjectivity. And what kind of things are beliefs? Are

they sentences in the head written in brain writing? Are

they nonphysical states of dualist ectoplasm? Are they

structures composed of proteins or neural assemblies

or electrical fields? We may stay maximally noncommit-

tal about this by adopting, at least for the time being (I

recommend: for ever), the position I have defended

(Dennett, 1971; 1987; 1991) that treats beliefs from the

intentional stance as theorists’ fictions similar to centres

of mass, the equator, and parallelograms of forces. In

short, we may treat beliefs as abstractions that measure

or describe the complex cognitive state of a subject

rather the way horsepower indirectly but accurately

measures the power of engines (don’t look in the

engine for the horses).As Churchland (1979) has point-

ed out, physics already has hundreds of well-under-

stood measure predicates, such as x has weight-in-

grams n,or x is moving up at n meters per second,which

describe a physical property of x by relating it to a num-

ber. Statements that attribute beliefs using the standard

propositional attitude format, x believes that p, describe

x’s internal state by relating it to a proposition, another

kind of useful abstraction, systematized in logic, not

arithmetic.We need beliefs anyway for the rest of social

science,which is almost entirely conducted in terms of

the intentional stance,so this is a conservative exploita-

tion of already quite well-behaved and well-understood

methods.

A catalogue of beliefs about experience is not the

same as a catalogue of experiences themselves, and it

has been objected (Levine, 1994) that ‘conscious expe-

riences themselves, not merely our verbal judgments

about them, are the primary data to which a theory

must answer.’ But how, in advance of theory, could we

catalogue the experiences themselves? We can see the

problem most clearly in terms of a nesting of proximal

sources that are presupposed as we work our way up

from raw data to heterophenomenological worlds:

(a) ‘conscious experiences themselves’

(b) beliefs about these experiences 

(c) ‘verbal judgments’ expressing those beliefs 

(d) utterances of one sort or another 

What are the ‘primary data’? For heterophenomenol-

ogists,the primary data are the utterances,the raw,unin-

terpreted data.But before we get to theory,we can inter-

pret these data, carrying us via (c) speech acts to (b)

beliefs about experiences.1 These are the primary inter-

preted data, the pretheoretical data, the quod erat expli-

catum (as organized into heterophenomenological

worlds), for a science of consciousness. In the quest for

primary data,Levine wants to go all the way to (a) con-

scious experiences themselves, instead of stopping

with (b) subjects’ beliefs about their experiences, but

this is not a good idea. If (a) outruns (b)—if you have

conscious experiences you don’t believe you have—

those extra conscious experiences are just as inaccessi-

ble to you as to the external observers. So Levine’s pro-

posed alternative garners you no more usable data than

heterophenomenology does. Moreover, if (b) outruns

(a)—if you believe you have conscious experiences

that you don’t in fact have—then it is your beliefs that

we need to explain, not the non-existent experiences!

Sticking to the heterophenomenological standard,

then, and treating (b) as the maximal set of primary

data, is the way to avoid any commitment to spurious

data.

But what if some of your beliefs are inexpressible in

verbal judgments? If you believe that, you can tell us,

and we can add that belief to the list of beliefs in our

primary data: ‘S claims that he has ineffable beliefs

about X.’ If this belief is true,then we encounter the obli-

gation to explain what these beliefs are and why they

are ineffable.If this belief is false,we still have to explain

why S believes (falsely) that there are these particular

ineffable beliefs.As I put it in Consciousness Explained,

You are not authoritative about what is happening

in you, but only about what seems to be happen-

ing in you, and we are giving you total, dictatorial

authority over the account of how it seems to you,

about what it is like to be you. And if you complain

that some parts of how it seems to you are ineffa-

[1]  Doesn’t interpretation require theory? Only in the minimal sense of presupposing that the entity interpreted is an intentional system, capable
of meaningful communication.The task of unifying the interpretation of all the verbal judgments into a heterophenomenological world is akin to
reading a novel, in contrast to reading what purports to be true history or biography.The issue of truth and evidence does not arise,and hence the
interpretation is as neutral as possible between different theories of what is actually happening in the subject.
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ble, we heterophenomenologists will grant that

too.What better grounds could we have for believ-

ing that you are unable to describe something

than that (1) you don’t describe it,and (2) confess

that you cannot? Of course you might be lying,but

we’ll give you the benefit of the doubt (Dennett,

1991, pp. 96—7).

This is all quite obvious, but it has some under-appreci-

ated implications. Exploiting linguistic communication

in this way,you get a fine window into the subject’s sub-

jectivity but at the cost of a peculiar lapse in normal

interpersonal relations. You reserve judgment about

whether the subject’s beliefs,as expressed in their com-

munication, are true, or even well-grounded, but then

you treat them as constitutive of that subject’s subjectiv-

ity.(As far as I can see,this is the third-person parallel to

Husserl’s notion of bracketing or epoché, in which the

normal presuppositions and inferences of one’s own

subjective experience are put on hold, as best one can

manage, in order to get at the core experience, as the-

ory-neutral and unencumbered as possible.) This inter-

personal reserve can be somewhat creepy. To put it fan-

cifully, suppose you burst into my heterophenom-

enology lab to warn me that the building is on fire. I

don’t leap to my feet and head for the door; I write

down ‘subject S believes the building is on fire.’‘No,real-

ly, it’s on fire!’ you insist, and I ask, ‘Would you like to

expand on that? What is it like for you to think the build-

ing is on fire?’ and so forth. In one way I am taking you

as seriously as you could ever hope to be taken, but in

another way I am not. I am not assuming that you are

right in what you tell me, but just that that is what you

do believe. Of course most of the data-gathering is not

done by any such simple interview. Experiments are

run in which subjects are prepared by various conver-

sations,hooked up to all manner of apparatus,etc., and

carefully debriefed. In short, heterophenomenology is

nothing new; it is nothing other than the method that

has been used by psychophysicists,cognitive psycholo-

gists, clinical neuropsychologists, and just about every-

body who has ever purported to study human con-

sciousness in a serious, scientific way.

This point has sometimes been misunderstood by

scientists who suppose,quite reasonably,that since I am

a philosopher I must want to scold somebody for some-

thing, and hence must be proposing restrictions on

standard scientific method, or discovering limitations

therein. On the contrary, I am urging that the prevailing

methodology of scientific investigation on human con-

sciousness is not only sound, but readily extendable in

non-revolutionary ways to incorporate all the purport-

ed exotica and hard cases of human subjectivity. I want

to put the burden of proof on those who insist that

third-person science is incapable of grasping the nettle

of consciousness.

Let me try to secure the boundaries of the heterophe-

nomenological method more clearly, then, since this

has apparently been a cause of confusion.As Anthony

Jack has said to me:

It strikes me that heterophenomenology is a

method in the same way that ‘empiricism’ is a

method, but no more specific nor clearly defined

than that. Given how general you seem to allow

your definition of heterophenomenology to be, it

is no surprise that everything conforms! Perhaps it

would be clearer if you explained more clearly

what it is supposed to be a counterpoint to—what

it is that you object to.I know I am not the only one

who has a feeling that you make the goalposts sur-

prisingly wide.So what exactly is a foul? (Jack,per-

sonal correspondence).

Lone-wolf autophenomenology, in which the subject

and experimenter are one and the same person, is a

foul,not because you can’t do it,but because it isn’t sci-

ence until you turn your self-administered pilot studies

into heterophenomenological experiments. It has

always been good practice for scientists to put them-

selves in their own experimental apparatus as informal

subjects, to confirm their hunches about what it feels

like, and to check for any overlooked or underesti-

mated features of the circumstances that could inter-

fere with their interpretations of their experiments. But

scientists have always recognized the need to confirm

the insights they have gained from introspection by

conducting properly controlled experiments with naive

subjects. As long as this obligation is met, whatever

insights one may garner from ‘first-person’ investiga-

tions fall happily into place in ‘third-person’ heterophe-

nomenology. Purported discoveries that cannot meet

this obligation may inspire, guide, motivate, illuminate

one’s scientific theory,but they are not data—the beliefs

of subjects about them are the data.Thus if some phe-

nomenologist becomes convinced by her own (first-

)personal experience, however encountered, trans-

formed, reflected upon, of the existence of a feature of

consciousness in need of explanation and accommo-
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dation within her theory, her conviction that this is so is

itself a fine datum in need of explanation, by her or by

others, but the truth of her conviction must not be pre-

supposed by science.

Does anybody working on consciousness disagree

with this? Does anybody think that one can take per-

sonal introspection by the investigator as constituting

stand-alone evidence (publishable in a peer-reviewed

journal, etc.) for any substantive scientific claim about

consciousness? I don’t think so. It is taken for granted,

so far as I can see,by all the authors in this volume that

there is no defensible ‘first-person science’ lying in this

quarter, even though that would be the most obvious

meaning of the phrase ‘taking a first-person approach.’

Thus Cytowic, and Hubbard and Jack, discuss the diffi-

culties in confirming that synaesthesia is more or less

what synaesthetes say it is, and never question the

requirement that ‘taking the phenomenological reports

of these subjects seriously’ (Hubbard and Jack,

abstract) requires ‘the personal interaction between

subject and experimenter.’ And when Hurlburt and

Heavey say (abstract),‘For example, first-person investi-

gators often rely on questions such as “What were you

thinking when you...?” or “How were you feeling when

you. . .?”’it apparently does not occur to them that these

aren’t first-person investigations; they are third-person

investigations of the special kind that exploit the sub-

ject’s capacity for verbal communication.They are het-

erophenomenological inquiries. So I think we can set

aside lone-wolf autophenomenology in all its guises. It

is not an attractive option, for familiar reasons. The

experimenter/subject duality is not what is being chal-

lenged by those who want to go beyond the ‘third-per-

son’ methodology. What other alternatives should we

consider? 

Several critics have supposed that heterophenome-

nology,as I have described it, is too agnostic or too neu-

tral.Goldman (1997) says that heterophenomenology is

not, as I claim, the standard method of consciousness

research, since researchers ‘rely substantially on sub-

jects’ introspective beliefs about their conscious experi-

ence (or lack thereof)’ (p. 532). In personal correspon-

dence (Feb 21,2001,available as part of my debate with

Chalmers, on my website, at http://ase.tufts.edu/

cogstud/papers/chalmersdeb3dft.htm) he puts the

point this way:

The objection lodged in my paper [Goldman,

1997] to heterophenomenology is that what cogni-

tive scientists actually do in this territory is not to

practice agnosticism. Instead, they rely substantial-

ly on subjects’ introspective beliefs (or reports). So

my claim is that the heterophenomenological

method is not an accurate description of what cog-

nitive scientists (of consciousness) standardly do.

Of course, you can say (and perhaps intended to

say,but if so it wasn’t entirely clear) that this is what

scientists should do, not what they do do.

I certainly would play the role of reformer if it were nec-

essary,but Goldman is simply mistaken; the adoption of

agnosticism is so firmly built into practice these days

that it goes without saying, which is perhaps why he

missed it. Consider, for instance, the decades-long con-

troversy about mental imagery, starring Roger Shepard,

Steven Kosslyn, and Zenon Pylyshyn among many oth-

ers. It was initiated by the brilliant experiments by

Shepard and his students in which subjects were shown

pairs of line drawings like the pair in figure 1, and asked

to press one button if the figures were different views of

the same object (rotated in space) and another button

if they were of different objects. Most subjects claim to

solve the problem by rotating one of the two figures in

their ‘mind’s eye’ or imagination, to see if it could be

superimposed on the other.Were subjects really doing

this ‘mental rotation’? By varying the angular distance

actually required to rotate the two figures into congru-

ence, and timing the responses, Shepard was able to

establish a remarkably regular linear relation between

latency of response and angular displacement.

Practiced subjects, he reported, are able to rotate such

mental images at an angular velocity of roughly 60E per

second (Shepard and Metzler, 1971). This didn’t settle

the issue,since Pylyshyn and others were quick to com-

pose alternative hypotheses that could account for this

striking temporal relationship. Further studies were

called for and executed,and the controversy continues

to generate new experiments and analysis today (see

Pylyshyn, forthcoming, for an excellent survey of the

Figure 1 
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history of this debate; also my commentary, Dennett,

forthcoming, both in Behavioral and Brain Sciences).

Subjects always say that they are rotating their mental

images, so if agnosticism were not the tacit order of the

day, Shepard and Kosslyn would have never needed to

do their experiments to support subjects’ claims that

what they were doing (at least if described metaphori-

cally) really was a process of image manipulation.

Agnosticism is built into all good psychological

research with human subjects. In psychophysics, for

instance, the use of signal detection theory has been

part of the canon since the 1960s, and it specifically

commands researchers to control for the fact that the

response criterion is under the subject’s control

although the subject is not himself or herself a reliable

source on the topic. Or consider the voluminous

research literature on illusions, both perceptual and

cognitive, which standardly assumes that the data are

what subjects judge to be the case,and never makes the

mistake of ‘relying substantially on subjects’ introspec-

tive beliefs.’

The diagnosis of Goldman’s error is particularly clear

here: of course experimenters on illusions rely on sub-

jects’ introspective beliefs (as expressed in their judg-

ments) about how it seems to them, but that is the

agnosticism of heterophenomenology; to go beyond it

would be, for instance, to assume that in size illusions

there really were visual images of different sizes some-

where in subjects’ brains (or minds), which of course

no researcher would dream of doing.2

David Chalmers has recently made a similar, if

vaguer, claim:

Dennett... says scientists have to take a neutral atti-

tude (taking reports themselves as data, but mak-

ing no claims about their truth), because reports

can go wrong. But this misses the natural interme-

diate option that Max Velmans has called critical

phenomenology: accept verbal reports as a prima

facie guide to a subject’s conscious experience,

except where there are specific reasons to doubt

their reliability. This seems to be most scientists’

attitude toward verbal reports and consciousness:

it’s not ‘uncritical acceptance,’ but it’s also far 

from the ‘neutrality’ of heterophenomenology

(Chalmers, 2003).

Chalmers neglects to say how Velmans’ critical phe-

nomenology is ‘far from’ the neutrality of heterophe-

nomenology. I conducted a lengthy correspondence

with Velmans on this score and was unable to discover

what the purported difference is, beyond Velmans’

insisting that his method ‘accepts the reality of first-per-

son experience,’ but since it is unclear what this means,

this is something a good scientific method should be

agnostic about. Neither Chalmers nor Velmans has

responded to my challenge to describe an experiment

that is licensed by, or motivated by, or approved by ‘crit-

ical phenomenology’ but off-limits to heteropheno-

menology, so if there is a difference here, it is one of

style or emphasis, not substance. Chalmers has

acknowledged this, in a way:

Dennett ‘challenges’ me to name an experiment

that ‘transcends’ the heterophenomenological

method. But of course both views can accommo-

date experiments equally: every time I say we’re

using a verbal report or introspective judgment as

a guide to first-person data, he can say we’re using

it as third-person data,and vice versa.So the differ-

ence between the views doesn’t lie in the range of

experiments ‘compatible’ with them. Rather, it lies

in the way that experimental results are inter-

preted. And I think the interpretation I’m giving

(on which reports are given prima facie credence

as a guide to conscious experience) is by far the

most common attitude among scientists in the

field. Witness the debate about unconscious per-

ception among cognitive psychologists about pre-

cisely which third-person measures (direct report,

discrimination,etc.) are the best guide to the pres-

ence of conscious perception. Here, third-person

data are being used as a (fallible) guide to first-

person data about consciousness,which are of pri-

mary interest. On the heterophenomenological

view, this debate is without much content: some

states subserve report, some subserve discrimina-

tion, etc., and that’s about all there is to say. I think

something like this is Dennett’s attitude to those

debates, but it’s not the attitude of most of the sci-

entists working in the field (Chalmers, 2003).

Chalmers misconstrues my view, as we can see if we

look more closely at a particular debate about uncon-

[2] Goldman has responded to this paragraph in a series of emails to me,which I have included in an Appendix on the website mentioned above.
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scious perception, to see how heterophenomenology

sorts out the issues. Consider masked priming. It has

been demonstrated in hundreds of different experi-

ments that if you present subjects with a ‘priming’ stim-

ulus, such as a word or picture flashed briefly on a

screen in front of the subject, followed very swiftly by a

‘mask’—a blank or sometimes randomly patterned rec-

tangle—before presenting the subjects with a ‘target’

stimulus to identify or otherwise respond to, there are

conditions under which subjects will manifest behav-

iour that shows they have disciminated the priming

stimulus, while they candidly and sincerely report that

they were entirely unaware of any such stimulus. For

instance, asked to complete the word stem fri___, sub-

jects who have been shown the priming stimulus cold

are more likely to comply with frigid and subjects who

have been shown the priming stimulus scared are more

likely to comply with fright or frightened, even though

both groups of subjects claim not to have seen anything

but first a blank rectangle followed by the target to be

completed. Now are subjects to be trusted when they

say that they were not conscious of the priming stimu-

lus? There are apparently two ways theory can go here:

A. Subjects are conscious of the priming stimulus

and then the mask makes them immediately

forget this conscious experience, but it never-

theless influences their later performance on

the target.

B. Subjects unconsciously extract information

from the priming stimulus, which is prevented

from ‘reaching consciousness’ by the mask.

Chalmers suggests that it is my ‘attitude’ that there is

nothing to choose between these two hypotheses, but

my point is different. It is open for scientific investiga-

tion to develop reasons for preferring one of these the-

oretical paths to the other, but at the outset, heterophe-

nomenology is neutral, leaving the subject’s heterophe-

nomenological worlds bereft of any priming stimuli—

that is how it seems to the subjects, after all—while

postponing an answer to the question of how or why it

seems thus to the subjects. Heterophenomenology is

the beginning of a science of consciousness, not the

end. It is the organization of the data, a catalogue of

what must be explained, not itself an explanation or a

theory. (This was the original meaning of ‘phenomenol-

ogy’: a pretheoretical catalogue of the phenomena the

theory must account for.) And in maintaining this neu-

trality, it is actually doing justice to the first-person per-

spective,because you yourself,as a subject in a masked

priming experiment, cannot discover anything in your

experience that favours A or B.(If you think you can dis-

cover something—if you notice some glimmer of a hint

in the experience, speak up! You’re the subject, and

you’re supposed to tell it like it is. Don’t mislead the

experimenters by concealing something you discover

in your experience.Maybe they’ve set the timing wrong

for you. Let them know. But if they’ve done the experi-

ment right, and you really find, so far as you can tell

from your own first-person perspective, that you were

not conscious of any priming stimulus, then say so,and

note that both A and B are still options between which

you are powerless to offer any further evidence.) 

But now suppose scientists look for a good reason to

favour A or B and find it.What could it be? A theory that

could provide a good reason would be one that is well-

confirmed in other domains or contexts and that distin-

guishes, say, the sorts of discriminations that can be

made unconsciously from the sorts that require con-

sciousness. If in this case the masked discrimination

was of a feature that in all other circumstances could

only be discriminated by a conscious subject, this

would be a (fairly) good reason for supposing that,

however it may be with other discriminations, in this

case the discrimination was conscious-and-then-forgot-

ten, not unconscious. Notice that if anything at all like

this were discovered, and used as a ground for distin-

guishing A from B, it would be a triumph of third-person

science, not due to anything that is accessible only to

the subject’s introspection. Subjects would learn for the

first time that they were,or were not,conscious of these

stimuli when they were taught the theory. It is the neu-

trality of heterophenomenology that permits such a

question to be left open, pending further development

of theory.And of course anyone proposing such a theo-

ry would have to have bootstrapped their way to their

own proprietary understanding of what they meant by

conscious and unconscious subjects, finding a con-

silience between our everyday assumptions about what

we are conscious of and what we are not, on the one

hand,and their own classificatory scheme on the other.

Anything too extreme (‘It turns out on our theory that

most people are conscious for only a few seconds a

day, and nobody is conscious of sounds at all; hearing

is entirely unconscious perception’) will be rightly dis-

missed as an abuse of common understanding of the

terms, but a theory that is predictively fecund and ele-
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gant can motivate substantial abandonment of this

anchoring lore.Only when such a theory is in place will

we be able, for the first time, to know what we mean

when we talk about ‘the experiences themselves’as dis-

tinct from what we each, subjectively, take our experi-

ences to be.

This sketches a clear path to settling the issue

between A and B, or to discovering good reasons for

declaring the question ill-posed. If Chalmers thinks that

scientists do, and should, prefer a different attitude

towards such questions, he should describe in some

detail what it is and why it is preferable. In fact, I think

that while there has been some confusion on this score

(and some spinning of wheels about just what would

count as favouring unconscious perception over con-

scious perception with forgetting), scientists are com-

fortable with the heterophenomenological standards.

Varela and Shear (1999) describe the empathy of the

experimenter that they see as the distinguishing feature

of a method they describe as first-person:

In fact, that is how he sees his role: as an empathic

resonator with experiences that are familiar to him

and which find in himself a resonant chord. This

empathic position is still partly heterophenomeno-

logical,since a modicum of critical distance and of

critical evaluation is necessary, but the intention is

entirely other: to meet on the same ground, as

members of the same kind.... Such encounters

would not be possible without the mediator being

steeped in the domain of experiences under

examination,as nothing can replace that first-hand

knowledge. This, then, is a radically different style

of validation from the others we have discussed so

far (p. 10).

One can hardly quarrel with the recommendation that

the experimenter be ‘steeped in the domain of experi-

ences’ under examination, but is there more to this

empathy than just good,knowledgeable interpretation?

If so,what is it? In a supporting paper,Thompson speaks

of ‘sensual empathy,’ and opines:‘Clearly, for this kind of

sensual empathy to be possible, one’s own body and

the Other’s body must be of a similar type’ (2001,p.33).

This may be clear to Thompson, but in fact it raises a

highly contentious set of questions: Can women not

conduct research on the consciousness of men? Can

slender investigators not explore the phenomenology

of the obese? Perhaps more to the point, can

researchers with no musical training or experience

(‘tin ears’) effectively conduct experiments on the phe-

nomenology of musicians? When guidance from

experts is available, one should certainly avail oneself

of it, but the claim that one must be an expert (an

expert musician, an expert woman, an expert obese

person) before conducting the research is an extrava-

gant one. Suppose, however, that it is true. If so, we

should be able to discover this by attempting, and

detectably failing,to conduct the research as well as the

relevant experts conduct the research. That discovery

would itself be something that could only be made by

first adopting the neutral heterophenomenological

method and then assaying the results in comparison

studies. So once again, the neutral course to pursue is

not to assume that men can’t investigate the conscious-

ness of women, etc., but to investigate the question of

whether we can discover any good scientific reason to

believe this. If we can, then we should adjust the stan-

dards of heterophenomenology accordingly. It is just

common sense to design one’s experiments in such a

way as to minimize interference and maximize efficien-

cy and acuity of data-gathering.

Is there, then, any ‘radically different style of valida-

tion’ on offer in these proposals? I cannot find any.

Some are uneasy about the noncommital stance of the

heterophenomenologist. Wouldn’t the cultivation of

deep trust between subject and experimenter be bet-

ter? Apparently not. The history of folie à deux and

Clever Hans phenomena suggests that quite unwitting-

ly the experimenter and the subject may reinforce each

other into artifactual mutual beliefs that evaporate

when properly probed. But we can explore the ques-

tion. It is certainly wise for the experimenter not to

antagonize subjects, and to encourage an atmosphere

of ‘trust’—note the scare quotes. The question is

whether experimenters should go beyond this and

actually trust their subjects, or should instead (as in

standard experimental practice) quietly erect the usual

barriers and foils that keep subjects from too intimate

an appreciation of what the experimenters have in

mind. Trust is a two-way street, surely, and the experi-

menter who gets in a position where the subject can do

the manipulating has lost control of the investigation.

I suspect that some of the dissatisfaction with het-

erophenomenology that has been expressed is due to

my not having elaborated fully enough the potential

resources of this methodology. There are surely many

subtleties of heterophenomenological method that
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have yet to be fully canvassed. The policy of training

subjects, in spite of its uneven history in the early days

of psychology, may yet yield some valuable wrinkles.

For instance, it might in some circumstances heighten

the powers of subjects to articulate or otherwise mani-

fest their subjectivity to investigators.The use of closed-

loop procedures, in which subjects to some degree

control the timing and other properties of the stimuli

they receive, is another promising avenue.But these are

not alternatives to heterophenomenology, which is,

after all, just the conservative extension of standard

scientific methods to data gathering from awake, com-

municating subjects.

Why not live by the heterophenomenological rules?

It is important to appreciate that the reluctance to

acquiesce in heterophenomenology as one’s method is

ideology-driven, not data-driven. Nobody has yet point-

ed to any variety of data that are inaccessible to het-

erophenomenology. Instead, they have objected ‘in

principle,’perhaps playing a little gorgeous Bach for the

audience and then asking the rhetorical question,‘Can

anybody seriously believe that the wonders of human

consciousness can be exhaustively plumbed by third-

person methods??’Those who are tempted to pose this

question should either temper their incredulity for the

time being or put their money where their mouth is by

providing the scientific world with some phenomena

that defy such methods, or by describing some experi-

ments that are clearly worth doing but that would be

ruled out by heterophenomenology.I suspect that some

of the antagonism to heterophenomenology is generat-

ed by the fact that the very neutrality of the methodol-

ogy opens the door to a wide spectrum of theories,

including some—such as my own—that are surprising-

ly austere, deflationary theories according to which

consciousness is more like stage magic than black

magic, requiring no revolution in either physics or

metaphysics. Some opponents to heterophenomenolo-

gy seem intent on building the mystery into the very

setting of the problem, so that such deflationary theo-

ries are disqualified at the outset. Winning by philo-

sophical footwork what ought to be won by empirical

demonstration has, as Bertrand Russell famously

remarked, all the advantages of theft over honest toil.A

more constructive approach recognizes the neutrality

of heterophenomenology and accepts the challenge of

demonstrating, empirically, in its terms, that there are

marvels of consciousness that cannot be captured by

conservative theories.
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